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Easter Seal
donations down
The financial response of Wood
County residence to the Easter
Seal Campaign is slightly down
from last year, but it is hoped the
number of donations will increase soon, Brenda Stuckey,
Executive Secretary of the Wood
County Easter Seal Society, said
Tuesday.
Stuckey said the campaign is
divided into several fundraising
activities, conducted at various
times during the year.
Run-a-thons, cycle-a-thons,
disco dance-a-thons, storecounter canisters and membership drives raise money for
the campaign, Stuckey said.
Stuckey said she hopes to raise
$21,000 once all the donations are
in from the fund raising activities.
Stuckey's office sent out 25,000
letters asking for donations.
More than $4,000 have been
received in response to the letters, down from more than $5,750
received last year, according to
Stuckey.
Stuckey said the University
was the first in Ohio to have an
Easter Seal Society. The group.
University Youth for Easter
Seals, was started three years
ago and is headed by Joe B.
Snaufer, a University student.

elsewhere
CLEVELAND- The Cleveland
school board has told U.S.
District Judge Frank J. Ba ttist i it
may be too late to order buses for
school desegregation next fall.
Page 5.
WASHINGTON- The Carter
Administration is claiming
victory for its anti-inflation
guidelines after the powerful
Teamsters union and major
trucking companies settle on a
tentative contract to end a
nationwide work stoppage.
Page 5

inside
SGA's annual elections will be
held Thursday, April It.
Beginning today, the News will
offer a preview of all the races by
previewing each candidate and
their platforms. The series
begins today on page 3.

weather
SHOWERS-Possible thunderstorms, high 57F (14C), low
52FI11C), 80 percent chance of.
precipitation.
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College enrollment to drop, costs to rise
by Rick Rimelspach
staff reporter
There is still no "free lunch" In
funding higher education in Ohio according to State Representative Robert
E. Brown (R-Perrysburg), who spoke
before last night's weekly meeting of
the Student Government Association
(SGA).
Brown said that 14 percent of the
state budget goes for higher education,
and that includes a 50 percent increase
in state subsidies in the past six years.
Only primary and secondary education
with 31 percent of the budget and

welfare with 26 percent receive more
money from the state.
The proportion of the state's budget
that goes for higher education is likely
to continue to increase as college
enrollments decrease in the years
ahead. Brown said. Ohio's college
population is expected to drop by 34
percent between now and 1990.
Brown predicted that the University
may not be as financially pressed as
other Ohio schools if its enrollment
continues fairly even.
"Bowling Green has had a consistant
enrollment over the years because it

has been a well-run university, with a
good share of that credit going to
students who are a big part of that
administration," Brown said.
While Ohio college students must
cope with the fourth highest tuition
rates in the country. Brown said the
students' share of the overall cost of
college is lower than in the past.
Brown cited figures which showed
that students paid for 44 percent of their
education back in 1971, with 56 percent
coming from state and federal
governments. This year, students'

tuitions account for only 35 percent of
the total cost, with the state and federal
government contributing 65 percent.
The three key questions the
legislature must answer, Brown said,
are what do we want from education,
how much are we willing to pay for it
and how will we pay for it.
SGA's only other
business was a
report from Dana I.. Kortokrax, SGA
senator from Founders, on the shuttle
bus. A total of 1400 people rode the bus
during its formal operation at a cost of
$560 to SGA.

Kortokrax said she talked with
Parking Services concerning the
shuttle bus, and they favored its continuance. Parking Services gave out
approximately $57,000 in traffic tickets
during winter quarter, compared with
$37,000 tickets during the spring
months, so an improved shuttle bus
system might help decrease the
number of violations, Kortokrax said.
The SG A-sponsored campus clean-up
was canceled for this Saturday because
everyone seems to be going home this
weekend. The clean-up was tentatively
rescheduled for Saturday, April 21.

Liquor permit holders fight
trash; urge action by
juvenile court system
by Keith Jameson
staff reporter
Sweeping the sidewalks around downtown bars, stricter observation of bar
exits for bottles and stolen glasses, more trash cans and a more effective
juvenile court system are foreseen by some city liquor permit holders as partial
solutions to the problem of downtown trash.
Charles Davis, manager of Howard's Club H. 210 N. Main St., said Howard's
will hire a man to sweep its front sidewalk.
"I think If everybody picked up here and there, we could help minimize the
problem," Davis said.
Sterling's Milk Co. Manager John Reeder said he has always kept his parking
lot as clean as possible.
"IF I SEE debris, I clean it up," Reeder said. "I'm not a crybaby about it
(trash) like some people. I don't care who threw the trash, I still pick it up."
Richard Ault, manager of Some Other Place Pub, 110 N. Main St., said there
is not much he can do about the trash problem but check more closely at the
exits for patrons taking bottles off the premises.
Brathaus, 115 E. Court St., has always checked closely at exits and has had
signs posted for six months warning patrons of the consequences of stealing
glasses, Maher Rumman, Brathaus owner-manager, said.
BRATHAUS WILL be "a lot more strict at the doors," Rumman said,
noting it is more difficult to stop glass theft in cold weather because patrons can
hide the glasses under their coats.
Rumman said the extra trash cans that the city hopes to buy will help the
situation considerably because bar patrons will be more willing to throw away
bottles and paper if trash cans are easily accessible.
It is the consensus of many liquor permit holders that juveniles are causing
most of the trash problems.
"I AGREE with the part that it is not the college student (who causes most of
the trash problem)," Rumman said.
According to Davis, much of the juvenile aspect of the problem is "lack of
proper upbringing" and social consciousness on the part of juveniles, particularly junior high school students.
The problem with juveniles, according to some liquor permit holders, is
failure of the ivenile court system to hand down stiffer penalties for vandalisn and littering.
"SOMETHING IS wrong, something wrong is being done (about juvenile
offenders)," Rumman said, adding that he believes there should be stricter
penalties and rules for offenders under It years old.
Reeder said the juvenile court judge could have the answers to the city's
trash and broken glass problem.
REEDER ADDED there is not much more local liquor permit holders can do.
The problem is now in the juvenile court judge's hands because his support
could help solve the problem, he said.
Rumman believes cooperation between the public and bar owners, plus an
aware juvenile court, could help minimize the problem.
"If the judge is aware of the continuing problem, he can better help solve it,"
Rumman said.
HOWEVER there is no final solution to the city's trash problem, according to
Reeder.
There is not much else for the bar owners to do except "do what we have to
do," Reeder said, adding that no matter what happens, the city is "headed in
the right direction."

Going once.
The Bowling Green Charities
Board auction, held yesterday,
proved to be the best in its seven
year history. Rain and snow couldn't
wither the estimated 400 people who
attended. Many came to bargain
hunt while others just enjoyed the
atmosphere an auction creates.
"It was the biggest and best
turnout ever. We really cleaned
house." commented Greg T.
DeCrane, director of student services and advisor to the Charities
Board.
DeCrane said two Bibles and a
container of 400 projector slides
were the most unusual items sold.
He added that the slides were "Most
unusual," because photos of renown
vacationing resorts, Pope John Paul
I, and Jacqueline Onassis were
included.
The selling was done by Gene
Adler, right, and lasted two hours.
An estimated $2,500 was collected
and will be put into a fund for
distribution to local and national
charity organizations.
Most of the merchandise auctioned was found by maintenance
crews, who turned it over to campus
security. Everything from golfballs
to hubcaps had been left unclaimed.
Seventy-eight bicycles sold in price
ranges of $84115.
DeCrane projects that next year's
auction will be equally, if not more
successful and encourages people to
attend for the fun and entertainment.

stalf photos by George Lundskow

Final Curtain:, Popularity not enough to save Cabaret Theater
by Jim Flick
stall reporter
Sometimes popularity isn't enough to
keep a show on stage.
While no one knew it back on March
17, the last performance of Cabaret
Theater's "Cabaret" closed the curtain
on the entire program.
Ironically, Cabaret Theater, cosponsored by the University and
Bowling Green's Holiday Inn, was at
the height of its popularity when it was
forced to close.
Attendance rose steadily from
Cabaret's inception in 1975 and, while it
had trouble attracting quality performers at first, the last Cabaret
Theater auditions drew more budding
actors and actresses than any other
University show having auditions.

"IT WAS a financial strain (on the
theater department) and Holiday Inn is
not willing to put up more money, "said
Dr. Allen S. White, associate professor
of speech and Cabaret Theater's former producer.
"The shows were costing too much
money to produce and Holiday Inn's
banquet room just isn't big enough to
get enough people in (to allow the shows
to break even)," he said. So Dr. White,
who produced the shows for Cabaret
Theater from beginning to demise,
recommended that next season be
canceled.
Each show costs between $22,000 and
$25,000 to stage, Dr. White explained.
With seating limited to about 60, ticket
prices $3.50 for students, $4.50 for nonstudents and each show performed only
eight times, the productions couldn't

generate enough revenue to break
even, he said.

they wanted, found the music and didn't
worry about royalties.

A HIDDEN cost of Cabaret Theater
was the business it drove away from
Holiday Inn by occupying the motel's
banquet facilities. Hosting banquets is
one of Holiday Inn's big money-makers,
according to Dr. White.
"Associated Motor Inns, Inc.
(Holiday Inn's parent company) is a
business first, and they were losing a lot
of business through banquets because
of Cabaret Theater," he explained.
An added cost this year was the cost
of royalties on the well-know Broadway
scripts used. The first shows, during
spring 1975 until spring 1977, were
musical revues-unassociated collections of familiar show tunes. Cabaret
Theater's director picked the songs

WHILE THE revues were fairly
popular, Cabaret Theater attendance
skyrocketed during the fall, 1977 run of
"George M," a popular Broadway
musical based on the life of George M.
Cohan.
But "George M's" success was just a
glimpse of things to come, When
Cabaret Theater presented "Godspell"
in January, 1978, the show was so
popular the cast performed unscheduled matinees. In February, the
show scheduled to replace "Godspell"
was canceled to extend "Godspell's"
run.
Each performance of both "George
M" and "Godspell" cost Holiday Inn
about $1,000 in royalties.

WHEN IT came time to choose
scripts for this year's Cabaret Theater
schedule, Dr. White and his directors
chose four well-known Broadway
musicals, despite the cost: "The
Fantasticks," "Sweet Charity,"
"You're A Good Man, Charlie Brown"
and "Cabaret."
"We had to have well-known scripts
to get people to come to the" shows," Dr.
White explained. Thus, Cabaret
Theater was caught in Catch-22
situation: they had to pay expensive
royalties to attract an audience, but
attracting an audience cost too much to
put on the shows.
Money wasn't Cabaret Theater's
only difficulty. The banquet room
Holiday Inn lent them is not properly
designed for theater, according to Dr.
White.

"WE HAD complaints from several
people about their seats. They said they
couldn't see the stage. They all wanted
to sit up front, and we couldn't do that,"
he said.
Another problem was the number of
potential cast and crew members
Cabaret Theater drew away from oncampus shows. The theater faculty
agreed Cabaret Theater was "a strain
on our talent pool," Dr. White commented. "The consensus is we simply
don't have enough student performers
and technicians to carry (Cabaret
Theater) through. That's one of the
biggest reasons."
For this variety of reasons, Bowling
Green will be with out its most popular
form of theater next year.
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don't be timid, question administration about gripes
Three years ago I entered this
University without any focus on my
rights as a student, let alone the
obligations the school offered me as an
individual.
It is at easy to become Just another
raimbeHat an Institution the size of the
University, and almost all students can
attest lo the ramifications of that
predicament.
Studeats are far too often brushed off
when they experience problems
requiring solutions by members of the
institution.
OR PERHAPS THEY are redirected
into the infamous maze of red tape that
is prevalent in the majority of business
operations in today's society.
In both instances, problems and
questions are forced to simmer while

Pat
Hyland
the institutional process takes effect.
As a result, students often get
frustrated, angry and disillusioned at
the competency and concern of the
institution that is demanding about
»,500 annually for the operation of
their educational process.
What most students fall to realize is
that this University, like aU longwinded, red-taped, complex institutions, is comprised of people, and

those people have no more right to the
University than do we as students.
During the past two years, I have
come to know many of the persons who
comprise the University administration. Like most students, I was
apprehensive about taking up the
valuable time of a busy, prestigious
official with my mlnlscule problems.
AS A RULE, however, I have been
pleasantly surprised at the time,
concern and effort shown to me by most
of these persons. No matter how big
their office Is, how expensive their suits
are, or how long it has taken to get an
appointment for' the meeting, the
persons that comprise the staff are
real people, no better and no worse than
me, my roommates or anyone else that
walks the halls of this University.

Not only are the majority of administrators willing to talk to students,
they all are obligated to do so. Students
should never feel intimidated by any
person or office at the University,
because it is through money paid by
students to attend Bowling Green that
the officials have the Jobs they now
hold.
Students should take the initiative to
do more than Just read about the
decisions made In the upper echelons of
the University. We are obligated to ask
why, as well as to understand how these
decisions will influence us since we
dump millions of dollars into the
existence of the University. As Investors', we have a right to demand a
complete understanding.
IF YOU FEEL you have a legitimate
gripe, haven't gotten a satisfactory

raaponae to an Issue, or Just don't understand a decision, get involved. Talk
to Dick Edwards, the vice president,
Cary Brewer, the registrar, John
Martin, the head of admissions, James
Hof, the head of public services,
Michael Ferrari, the provost, James
Lessig the athletic director, and even
Hollis Moore, the president.
In addition to the administrators,
students should make certain that other
university-related Institutions provide
students with quality programs and
operations.
FOR EXAMPLE, if a student feels he
or she has been dealt with unfairly or
improperly at the Rec Center, Health
Center, BG News or WFAL, he or she
should make It known that
dissatisfaction exists. Demand to be
heard, regardless of how trivial your

complaint may seem. Too often an
establishment is lulled into a false
satisfaction of their services. This Is
often due to a lack of communication
between disgruntled students and the
people responsible for providing a
satisfactory product
Other campus organizations which
thrive on student support Include the
Union Activities Organization (UAO),
Student Government Association
(SGA) and the Intramural sports
program. It is student Involvement that
keeps these organizations alive, and the
organizations are dedicated to serving
you, the students.
Organizations are comprised of
people. Get to know them.
Pat Hylaad Is the editor of the News.

OElnion,
national rinlnmnist.

who is responsible?
Wintergarden Lodge, Oak Ridge Cemetery and now Bowling Green's
downtown have suffered at the hands of vandals. But who is responsible
for these crimes?
The University students will be happy to know that the city does not
hold them totally responsible for the recent acts of vandalism and litter in
the bar district. City off icals in a meeting Monday expressed a belief that
the area's Juveniles are partly at fault.
These incidents are not among the first in recent months which have
caused juveniles to be single out as the area's vandals. Several youths
were charged with causing over $2,000 worth of damage to Wintergarden
Lodge last November.
To add more weight to the common belief that the vandalism problem
is growing, Bowling Green Police Chief Galen Ash noted at the last City
Council meeting that reported acts of vandalism in the first three months
of this year increased 64 percent over the same period in 1978.
The council has discussed the problem' several times since Last fall and
the only definitive action taken to curb the vandalism problem is the
decision to erect a new fence around the cemetery.
City, off icals and liquor license holders discussed several ideas to
remedy the problem Monday ranging from a juvenile curfew to school
lectures. However, police of ficals have dismissed the ideas as ineffective.
What should be done?
A suggestion should be made to the city administration that police
devote more time to seeking teenage vandals. Ash should be commended
for seating public help last fall in this effort for this probably accounts for
part of the increase in reported acts of vandalism.
But it seems that the efforts of police are not being backed up by the
courts. Local juvenile courts should take a "get tough" attitude toward
the teenage offenders.
There have not been any reported pileups of minors in the courts or in
juvenile detention facilities. Is everybody doing his Job?
University students should make it a point to observe the city litter and
open container laws. Perhaps they can set better examples for the impressionable youth downtown by their exemplary behavior. If they do, at
least the police will know who to blame when trouble arises.

war crime: shipping
alaskan oil to japan
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disco fever
a global
success
Detractors of disco are, I'm afraid.
Just a drop of water in an ocean of a
world of disco.
Whether they like it or not, disco has
been accepted wholeheartedly not only
in America, but also In Britain, Europe,
Africa, Latin America, Jamaica
(where it has bred a new style, the
reggae disco) and of all places, Chinaregarded as a bastion of resistance
against alien cultural Infiltration. I
wonder whether the disco detractors
are aware of the lightning speed with
which the Chinese were caught by the
disco fever which was carried to them
by •Saturday Night Fever," the torchbearer of the disco culture. One of the
American TV networks actually
showed Chinese youth doing their disco
thing both Travolta style and Bruce Lee
style, i.e. Chinese style. Nothing else
could be better proof of the strength,
appeal and acceptability of disco.
To the detractors, I'd say it Is not too
late to do the disco. Disco Is like
Jogging. Some see its goodness early
enough and get Involved straight away.
Others hesitate and, when they finally
realize its goodness, they embark upon
it with ao much zeal, effort and
determination "to make up for what
they were missing" in Just one day that
it results in a heart attack-too much,
too late. Of course, there won't be any
heart attacks doing too much disco
when jpu discover its goodness. But
you >■» certainly feel frustrated and
out of place when the disco regulars
receive nonchalantly your last-minute

overexcitement at discovering what
has been to them a new way of life. So,
detractors, freak out now!
Abraham Usumang
750 S. College Dr.

parking's
double
standard?
This letter is directed to the Campus
Safety and Security administrators.
I am a senior at the University and
live in Ridge Manor apartments, which
are only a half-block off campus, across
the street from MacDonald Quad. When
I went to register my car with Parking
Services I was told that I am considered
an on-campus student. They explained
that the boundaries for this
classification encompass a very large
portion of the city of Bowling Green.
The logic behind this evaded me, as I do
not pay rent to the University in the

'...HOMW^IU
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form of room and board, and every
other department of the University
considers me an off-campus student.
However, I needed my car to be
registered so I bought the on-campus
sticker.
On the night of April 8th I locked my
keys in my car which was parked In my
apartment complex parking lot. I
called Parking Services, remembering
that I am considered to be on-campus,
and asked for some assistance in this
predicament. I was told that I am
considered an off-campus student and
Campus Safety and Security does not go
off the University property. They
suggested I call Bowling Green Police,
which I did, but they no longer render
this service.
The purpose of this letter Is to find out
for what reasons I am considered an oncampus student by Parking Services;
and why, if I am registerd as an oncampus student, I am not rendered the
same services as other on-campus
students.
Cathy Crawford
Ridge Manor ApU. No. 15
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tighter controls
would ensure
nuclear safety
Undoubtedly the accident at Three
Mile Island nuclear plant is going to
give the anti-nuclear power people
many fallacies with which to mislead
the American public into thinking that
present technology is unable to construct a plant in which similar mishaps
are guaranteed not to occur. This Is not
true.
There are several plants now being
planned or built that are as safe as
being threatened by a candy bar. The
problem lies not in the design, but in the
private companies that try to construct
a plant that meets up with the governmental standards set up by Congress.
There are many cuts and loop holes that
are left in the reports that enable
corporations to decrease the costs of
the plant by substituting a second best,
cheaper part of system that let them
slip it by the inspectors who try to keep
everything up to par.
The Three Mile Island accident was
proven, I have read, to be the result of a
human error In over four instances,
where a valve was Insufficient, the
emergency system was turned off, and
an employee was not at his post.
What Is needed is tighter controls
over private industries and better Inspection programs to insure that such
problems do not arise in the future.
Only then will nuclear power be a real
source of power for the United States.
Richard Lawery
JllCnkllB

WASHINGTON-Ever
since
President Carter said that our energy
crisis was the moral equivalent of war,
I have believed we should have war
crime trials for people who contributed
to screwing up what little hope we had
of not being so dependent on the Middle
East.
High on my list of Energy War
Criminals are the people who designed
tlie Alaska pipeline so it would point
directly toward Japan. After spending
$7 billion constructing what was
publicized as the eighth wonder of the
world, these brilliant engineers,
scientists and government bureaucrats
have now discovered it is cheaper and
more practical to send our Alaskan oil
to the Far East than to the United
States.
RATHER THAN admit they made a
mistake, the oil consortium is lobbying
to get permission to sell our Alaskan oil
to Japan, and is suggesting that we buy
Japanese oil supplies from the Middle
EAst to make up the difference. At the
moment the pipeline Is running at halfcapacity because there is a glut of oil on
the West Coast, and to deliver it to the
refineries on the East Coast the tankers
have to go through the Panama Canal,
to get the oil .o where it Is needed.

Art
Buchwald

supertankers go through the Panama
locks."
A retired official of the Panama
Canal said, "We wouldn't let the
supertankers through because they
couldn't get through. I told them that at
the time, and they said I was a
troublemaker."
I WENT TO the pipeline people, and
related to them what the former officiela said about the supertankers and
was told, "That's exactly what he
would say. But why couldn't they have
widened the canal?"
No one at the State Department
would admit having had anything to do
with the Alaskan pipeline, and I was
referred to the Department of Energy
which refused to take responsibility
because the agency did not exist at the
time the pipeline was built.
A Canadian government spokesman
said Canada was innocent. "We would
never tell another sovereign government where to build its pipeline."
MY TRAVELS finally took me to
Nome, Alaska, where I met a drunken
engineering draftsman in a bar. He
admitted, after several drinks, that he
was the one who drew up the final plans
for the pipeline.

The main problem with finding
Energy War Criminals is that no one
will admit responsibility for selecting
the route over which the pipeline was
eventually built.
One engineer said, "It isn't my fault.
I was only following orders."
"Whose orders?"
"THE OIL COMPANIES ail decided
they wanted the pipeline to go to the
coast of Alaska. I would have been shot
if I hadn't built it where they wanted
it."
The heads of the oil companies, of
course, claim they're innocent. "We're
small potatoes Just doing our Jobs. The
State Department couldn't negotiate a
treaty with Canada to put the pipeline
on its territory, so we had no choice but
to build it where it is. The environmentalists wouldn't let us bring
the oil into California for refining so we
had no choice but to ship it through the
Panama Canal. We still could have
delivered the Alaskan oil at a cheaper
price, but they wouldn't let our

"I was in Joe's bar one night drawing
a picture of the lady, Madeleine, who
jilted me, when my boss came in and
said they needed the final plans for the
pipeline immediately. He grabbed the
picture off the barroom floor, and
before I knew what happened they had
80,000 guys laying pipe from the North
Slope to Valdez."
"Everyone must be furious with
you."
"Nah. They gave me a pension for life
providing I never set foot outside of
Nome, Alaska."
(e) 197S. Los Angeles Times Syndicate
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SGA candidates reveal platforms
EDITORS NOTE: This Is the first In ■ series of articlM
dealing with the SGA stations which will be hsld
Thursdsy, April 19,

m

Julie L. Sigworth
UAO director-at-large

One of four candidates for two UAO director-at-large
positions is Student Services Ticket (SST) candidate Julie L.
Sigworth. Sigworth has served on and chaired UAO's public
relations committee. She said that experience would help her
in this post.
"I've had public relations experience and I've dealt with a
lot of people. I would be able to work at SGA meetings with a
good viewpoint of UAO," Sigworth said.
Sigworth would like to see more student organizations
working together.
"The more groups work together, the more participation
there is and this leads to better results," Sigworth said.
GETTING MORE ideas, funding and volunteers through
improved communication with other campus groups is one of
her major goals.
Sigworth said she would attend dorm council meetings to
get feedback from students about what they want SGA to do.

Scott N. Stevenson
UAO director-at-large
Also SST candidate for UAO director-at-large is Scott N.
Stevenson. He has involved in UAO for two years and has
served on the special events committee.
STEVENSON ALSO has served on the University's
Advisory Committee for General Fee Allocation (ACGFA),
and said he believes this gives him perspective on UAO's
funding problems and possible activities.
Defending ACGFA's budget recommendations, Stevenson
said the committee tried to get various groups to pool their
resources and work together.
"We wanted these organizations to maintain the same
quality while spending money more efficiently," he explained.
STEVENSON SAID he wants to maintain the high quality
of UAO's programming while encouraging it to work more
with other groups in order to bring more diverse en•• I'.iinment to campus.
"I'd try to open up the range of programs a little and give
students a bigger choice of different things to do," Stevenson
said.

Megan E. Sheppard
UAO director-at-large
Megan E. Sheppard of the Students Committee to Action
Ticket (SCAT) is also a candidate for UAO director-at-large.

Sheppard has served on the UAO campus movie committee
and is the head usher at campus movies.
PROMOTING interaction with other groups in order to
improve UAO programming is soinethinaCheppard said she
would work to accomplish.
"UAO Is a great organization and has a lot to offer, but
unfortunately there isn't as much interaction with other
groups as there could be,'' Sheppard said.
By working with smaller groups and clubs on campus,
UAO can bring speakers for those groups that they might
have been unable to do on their own, Sheppard said.
SHEPPARD SAID UAO has an obligation to promote and
inform students even better.
"We've been an information source, and we can be more of
a promotional source. We need a go-getter, and that's what I
am," Sheppard said.

Laura J. Cooper
senate

SCAT CANDIDATE for Ashley-Batchelder senator, Laura
J. Cooper, said residents of her area should not have to pay
for a shuttle bus system they never use. The service Is a
good one, but It should be self-sufficient, she said.
Active In the Resident Student Association (RSA), Cooper
said there is a lack of RA's In her district and she would look
into what could be done about the problem.
Improving communication through dorm councils and
erasing apathy about SGA are Cooper's other goals.

Robert E. Jackson

Bob Jackson, of the SCAT party, is also running for UAO
director-at-large. Jackson has also worked on UAO's movie
committee and served as heaH M-sher.
JACKSON SAID more cooperation between student
groups and UAO Is needed to improve programming.
"There is a lot of opportunity for many groups to work
together instead of everybody's smaller programs not
benefiting many people," Jackson said.
Jackson said he would work closely with dorm councils to
encourage them to co-sponsor programs with UAO or advise
them on how to run their own programs more efficiently.
With the loss of director Jim Stofan, Jackson said be
doesn't know what UAO's direction win be next year.
"IT COULD really be a good year as it will be the best
opportunity for change we've had in a long time," Jackson
said.

SAYING HE was glad that beer blasts were banned on
Thursday nights, Kuhl recommended other activities such as
Thursday night movies be promoted by SGA.
"I'm not one to sit around, I like to get in there and get
things done," Kuhl said.
four United Way Pledge Works For All of Us

McGUIRE SAID his experience In SGA and knowledge of
what they are doing are big advantages.
An RA. McGuire aid he wants to establish a "pride in

Cancer is
often
curable.
The fear
of cancer
is often
fatal.
American Cancer
Society

ALPHA DELTA PI
proudly announces their
1979-80 officers
President
Efficiency Vice-President
Pledge Director
Co-Treasurers

Your skills are needed in
developing countries all over
the world. Paid travel, living
allowance, medical care.
Must be U.S. citizen, singlemarried, no dependents. No
upper age limit. Contact the
Peace Corps.

Standards
Rush
Ass't. Rush
Sr. Panhel
Jr. Panhel
Corresponding Secretary
Recording Secretary
House Chairman
Kitchen Steward

Leslie Shafer
Darlene Bilas
Suzanne Hartmann
Brenda Carrol
Linda Shoemaker
Sandy Sedlak
Lynda Cook
Brenda Buchanan
Becky Simon
Denise Robedeau
Bernl Polry
Franny Malcolm
Denise Robedeau
Clndl Burley

Guard

Ow SO Community Chnt M4 Htd Croil Sonic* Contort
N—O Your folr Shoro Support

Apr. M-Monday
Movie-"The Time Machine"PM-210MathSci

Don't Miss

Science Fiction

1:00

Apr. 17-Tuesday
Speaker "Laser, the Light Fantastic"-12:45
PM-Commuter Center

Week
April I6th-20th

"Science Fiction and the Future"-.:00
PM-210MS
(Stanley Schmidt, Editor of Analog)
"Creating Worlds and Futures"
(Stanley Schmidt) 5:30 220 MS
"Using a Telescope-Stars & Planets"9:30 PM roof of Life Science Building
»pr. 18-Wednesday
Speaker-"Computers and Science Fiction"-*: 30
PM-210MS
(Dr. Buell-Computer Science Dept. Professor)

659
(c) Star Wars Corporation

Apr. U-Thursday
Speaker-'Movie Magic: The Special Effects
of Star Wars and Beyond "-8:00 PMGrand Ballroom, Union (Jamie ShourtAcademy Award Winner for special
effects on Star Wars) 105 Banna

ALL EVENTS ARE FREE!
Sponsored by:
Student Activities, Physics,
Philosophy, Pop Culture,
English,
Radio and TV, and Computer
Science

Apr. 20-Friday
9:00 AM-Workshop for Special Effects
(Jamie Shourt)

FRIDAY
The 13th SALE

Brenda Carrol

Social Chairman
Scholarship Chairman
Ass't. Pledge Director
Ass't. Treasurer
Chaplain

Jackie Young
Mary Beth Heltker
— Claire Wade
Michelle Rolnlk
Cindy Nelson

$fic* Ttaict t» Ketirin. Officer, MI I M W*l Dtn.

20% OFF
ON ALL
PAPERBACKS!

SSC1Q3I

NURSES
Degreed nurses wanted for
Peace Corps presets in
AFRICA, ASIA ft LATIN
AMERICA. Paid travel,
living allowance ft medical
benefits. Must be U.S.
citizen, single-married, no
dependents. No upper age
limit. Contact the Peace
Corps.

A RA IN Rodgers, Kuhl said his experience in working with
other people has shown him a major University problemapathy.
"The worst thing is seeing all those people going home
every weekend because they think there Is nothing to do here.
There is plenty, but you Just have to get involved " Kuhl said.
Kuhl said SGA should try to help the city witl its
and littering problem by sending student volunteers downtown to clean up the area

A SST candidate seeking one of two senate seats from the
Rodper.-Kohl-Conklin district Is James M. (Mine McGuire
McGuire Is currently a senator from that district, having
been appointed to fill a resignation earlier in the year.

"THE REGULATIONS are different from Anderson to
Ashley, and this is a bad reflection on authority," Hogg said.
Hogg said she would work for better communication
between students and SGA.
While Hogg said she is not sure how to better such communication, she explained she will be open to any ideas on
improving SGA.
"Ill do what my majority wants and I'll really get Involved," Hogg said.

FRANCAIS

Education-Special Ed
majors needed for special
Jobs in Asia, South America
and Africa. Help others build
better futures while you get
valuable experience. Must
be U.S. citizen, singlemarried, no dependents. No
upper age limit. Contact
Peace Corps.

Also running for the SST party in the Rodgers-Kohl-Conklin
district is Kenneth C. Kuhl.

senate
Rodgers/Kohl/Conklin

Bonita J. Hogg, SST candidate running for the senate from
Ashley-Batchelder, said her experience as a Resident
Adviser (RA) In Ashley will help her know the problems and
wants of students. Hogg will also serve as a resident adviser
next year.
A majoi problem Hogg noted was what she called "the
Inconsistency in regulations of alcoholic parties."

HEALTH
PROFESSIONALS

EDUCATION-SPECIAL ED

Rodgers/Kohl/ConklYi

James M. McGuire

senate
Ashley/Batchelder

1 -800-438-8039

BUSINESS
Business grads urgently
needed for positions In
VISTA (Volunteers In Service to America) and Peaoe
Corps. Serve In developing
nations In Asia, Africa. South
America with Peace Corps.
VISTA's serve In poor urban
and rural reaa of the United
States. Travel, living expenses, medical benefits.
For info, contact
representatives.

senate

Bonita J. Hogg

9 a.m.-lO p.m.

HOMK KC-NirramoN
Home l-.'c -Nutrition majors.
The best way to combat
hunger in developing naUons
is not to send food, but to
send experts like yourself.
You can teach basic health
and nutrition to poor people
in villages in Asia, Africa,
and Latin America. The best
way for you to start your
career is with Peace Corps.
Contact representatives.

Kenneth C. Kuhl

"OUR PARTY supports putting up a SGA Information booth
at freshman pre-reglstration to explain our services and get
students involved early," Cooper said.
Cooper said she and her party want to research such
problems as parking services, food services and the beer
blast ban.
"I really want to see more input into SGA," Cooper said.

UAO director-at-large

TOLL FREE

Est-ce que vous voulez f alre
quelque chose de special
avec votre capacite de
parler la langue francaise?
Contactez le Corps de la
Paiz.

COMMUNICATION between dorm councils and SGA
would also get more students involved and knowledgeable
about SGA's many programs, he added.
McGuire supported the Thursday night beer blast ban at
Northeast Commons, saying, "in the long run, students will
see that this is in their best interests."

Ashley / Batchekter

ABORTION
*

dorms project" aimed at reducing vandalism by emphasizing students' responsibilities to their dorms.
j SGA should put up bulletin boards in each dorm lobby to
better publicize their activities, McGuire said.

PHI DELTA THETA

Mexican Night
Tonite at 7:30

25% OFF
ON
SELECTED
TEE-SHIRTS

CONKLIN

■TOWINGANYWHERE IN B.C. CITY LIMITS
M5.00
FREE WRITTEN ESTIMATES
ON ALL REPAIRS- 352-3607
MYERS AUTOMOTIVE CENTER
320 E. WOOSTER
- NEXT TO ROY ROGERS

D

□

Food-n-Beer
All interested men invited

BEE GEE BOOKSTORE
1424 E. WOOSTER

353-2252

wmmmmmmm
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CL1VKLAND ARIA AESIDtNTS SUMMER JOBS
197V summer |oos $3.00 8 00 hour
Krimtr Painting is now accepting applicants for ov«r 50
positions: Foremen, Asst. Foremen, supply drivers, secretary,
house washers, carpenters.
Write or call. Kramer Painting, inc.. 13015 Larchmere
Boulevard, Cleveland. OH 44130 , phone: (2U> 752 4000.

Luther III Apartments
733-755-777
ManvBte Ave.
2 Bedrooms
1 V» Baths
9 Month Lease $280 per month
. Gas Heat Included
BEDROOM

1 Rm. Efficiency $100°°
1 Bedroom Apt. $125°°

/

m

r°

5:30-6:30 BY

To

SEEN AW- NO. BUT I CANT
OtefmM STfKLONSANYm.
in/nen CATCH A
\ YET, Ml* PIAHEHXTEHWN.
WLROASS

AGRICULTURE
BUSINESS
EDUCATION
ENGINEERING
FRENCH
HOME ECON.
LIBERAL ARTS
HATH .
NURSING
THE SCIENCES

\

UANTA
COCKTAIL

TWASK
THIS Or

sow lutmmminsACK)

MOSLEM f
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UHAT
ESTWK1Cf»£V6*JS
P0 10U
AWIORHKATES KNBS.
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BEKXB

MOSTLY BOTTLEP HOLY
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££f,il^" SWEETHEART

YOU CAN BECOME INVOLVED IN AN IMPORTANT.
MEANINGFUL MOVEMENT FOR WORLD PEACE AS A
PEACE CORPS VOLUNTEER. ANO HELP PEOPLE IN A
THIRO-WORLO COUNTRY WITH PROBLEMS OF POVERTY, HUNGER IGNORANCE AND DISEASE.

=b#RPS^_
BRUSHES

MACRAME.

WOOSTER BAZAAR
ARTS (J CRAFTS SUPPLIES
325 E. Wooster

40%

off oil copper
enameling supplies
10:00-9:00 Mon.-Thurs.
10:00-5:00 Sat. 1:00-5:00 Sun

352-7400
DECOUPAGE

CREWELING

BEADS

Is Army ROTC
for you?
Try our
Summer Leadership Adventure

Call 372-2477
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO

Fly the jet set.

835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

PHONE 352-9378

.'*B

SPECIAL SUMMER RATES
NOW LEASING FALL AND SUMMER
9:00-4:30 MON.-FRI.

•
•
•
•

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT APRTS.8TH & HIGH ST.
BUCKEYE HOUSE-649 SIXTH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE-650 SIXTH ST.

• MEADOWLABK-.8L8 SEVENTH ST.
• SMALL BLDGS.-BETWEEN 6TH & 7TH ST.
FEATURES
• 2 BEDROOM-FURNISHED
• GAS HEAT & AIR CONDITIONING
• LAUNDRY AREA IN EACH BLDG.
• TENANTS PAY ELECTRIC ONLY
• LOTS OF CLOSET SPACE

SPECIAL FEATURES
• ALL RESIDENTS HAVE USE OF B.G.'S ONLY
YEAR ROUND POOL WITH LARGE GAME ft
PARTY ROOM.* HUGE FIREPLACE •PING
PONG. POOL TABLE. PIN BALL MACHINES.
• KITCHEN. PIANO ft COLORED TV.

OTHER RENTALS
• HOUSES. EFFICIENCIES. 1 BDRM
• FURNISHED ft UNFURNISHED

uouLonrntmr

ALLAH

"**'

HIS CLASSMATES
TDMSS/m.

KKBIPl
\

classifieds
LOST* FOUND
Lost sm. dk. blue Ronson lighter
at Pike party Sat, nile Red t
silver flowers on 1 side. Highly
recognizable. Sentimental value.
REWARD I Greatly appreciate
return. Teresa at 2-4493.
Lost 2 prs. brn. framed men's
pres. glasses at Rec Center on
Wooster St Reward. Tim, 372
3291
Lost pr. of glasses between U.
Hall 8 Offenhauer. Please call
3526966
Found pair ot ladles glasses In
L.S. Bldg. 372 2232
Found pair of women's glasses In
beige case, near Math Sci. 3-1279 Patty at 2 1575.
Lost pair of ladles glasses In
yellow flowered case. Call Cris,
3723939.
SERVICESOFFERED
Pregnant or might be? Offer
confidential help. Free pregnant
test 8 Into, regardless of age.
status. Toledo 241 9131. Fostona
435-1775.
Tit tin 447 848 t
Fremont 334 9079.
Pregnancy
Aid
&
Understanding. EMPA. 352 2143 & 352
9393.
Need
PHOTOGRAPHS?
SPECIAL
PRICES
for
STUDENTSI See us tor por
traits, passports, & applications.
WEISSBROD Studio. Ill Clay.
3522142.
PERSONALS
KEOSI KEOS! KEOSI
KEGS! KEOSI KEOSI
KEOSI KEOSI KEOSI
KEOSI KEOSI KEOSI
CHUCK 352-571111

KEOSI
KEOSI
KEOSI
KEOSI
^^

Thanks to the Kappa Deltas.
Alpha Gams, Delta Gams a,
Delta Zetas for helping us with
rush, The Phi Taus.
Northwest Ohio Lions Eyebank
Awareness
Day.April
12,
sponsored by SOA.
Vol. Congrats to you!. .DZM! I'm
happy for ya KIddol Love, Les.
Double Duo, your serenade was
beautiful I We never knew you
were so talented. Love, Your KD
Sisters
ZTA's-The tea was a great way
to get spring quarter off on the
right foot. Thanks tor a great
time. The Alpha Slgs.
ALPHA SIG LIL' SISSES: You
woke some of us In the middle ot
the rttght. a, none ot us were
dressed quite right, but the
"Come As You Party" was
great! Thanks for an excellent
time. Love, The Brothers.
It's not too late to rush Kappa
Delta Sorority! Call 21107 or 2
1207.
Hey D.G.'s-who Is your "crush"
on? Get your prospects for the
crush date parly We may be
calling your lucky man!
LORILYE & LIL' K.K: Thenx
tor loaning me the "DUDS."
Zata Luv, Snowbird.
NADINE BURLICH; I wish you
all the best of luck In SGA VicePres. elections. Love, Barb.
Nadlne, Good Luck In the SGA
Elections. V.P. is yours tor sure.
Zeta Love. Kathy.
Marathon Week is earningf Oet
psyched for the Phi
Taw
Marathon. Who really has the

m
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JOIN THE
NEW

IREAOINim
CLASS/tXBSHE
H/SFBHON.

IF YOU ARE WILLING TO SHARE YOUR SKILLS WITH
PEOPLE WHO REALLY NEED THEM AND ARE ABLE
TO PUT OFF CLIMBING THAT LADDER. GETTING
THOSE BENEFITS. AND ACCUMULATING POSESSIONS. CONSIDER THE PEACE CORPS AS AN ALTERNATIVE FOR TWO YEARS OF YOUR LIFE

ASSOCIATE DEALER

The Few.
The Proud.
The Marines.

<

APPOINTMENT

COLLEGE GRADS
WANTED FOR
INTERNATIONAL
PROJECTS

PAINTS

II you're in college now and want to fly, we can get you of f
the ground. Our PI.C Air Program guarantees flight school
after basic training. If you qualify, we can put you in the
ah- before college graduation with free civilian flying
lessons. Contact us-now! Call collect (3131 226-7764 or see
Major McLaughlin at University Hall April 10,11, or 12.

m.VK.mmwi. WE CEKTAmimrminsHm
AND to*, GCNEXHUENT THWK
THE Bern OF LUCK urn
mu.
XWAe*EXPEMHENT
f

at. MAwmA/ML BESOT*

Phone 353-3641

Medical, surgical, special care. & OB units
good wages. Benefits include Blue Cross &
major medical insurance, health & accident insurance. Educational expense,
paid vacation, holidays & more!
Send resume or apply in person to
Personnel Director
Wood County Hospital
950 W. Wooster, 43402
Equal opportunity employer: male-female,
handicapped.

Fly Marine.

THANKS F0A.BEIN6 WITH

FKMH&ET0MS CLASS
HELHON, AHEKE KUPS
THJL1 WILL BE ONCE
A6AM mt»N6 BAR'.

Pendleton Realty Company

RN's and Graduate Nurses
Full & Part-time positions
available on all shifts

Hover in midair or shift the AV-« Harrier into "drive" and
Jet out at transonic
speeds.
<s«£^i

mi.ThKnirwmfii,
ajis/waas.i tueve
amtcmm6vnHA-

, by Garry Trudeau
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GREENBRIAR SOUTH
803-815 Eighth St.

Cruise at
IsSmphand
dive at 220 in
the Jet-powered ,
AH-1 Cobra gunship.

doonesbury

LIVING DOOM
13' . 18'

MOWl OPEN

F-4 Phantom
on its tall and climb, straight into the stratosphere.

College ot musical arts trombone recital. 7 p.m., recital hall,
music building.
University Computer Services DECYSYSTEM 20 workshop, 43ft
4:30p.m., 302 /Math Science. Must be registered with ACCSottlce.

international Programs and Romance Languages, 9 p.m., Alpine
Village upstairs. Open to anyone Interested In speaking Spanish.

NmimMKCaxrt
BCOnOOM
10' •■ « 13'

BE COMFORTABLE
THIS SUMMER IN AN
AIR CONDITIONED APT.

a

Thursday

WMHUSOKALIMAHLWI
ABOUTHIS MXKM K¥K

A/C $15°° extra
Call 352-6268 or 352-0717

2 Bedroom $140 plus electric
Call 352-0717
or stop by 224 E. Wooster

campus calendar
Mahp

GREENBRIAR NORTH
SUMMER RATES

Stand the

wmmmmmm

best basketball team? Find eut
on April IS 8 21.

Attention!
Social Work Club
meeting. Vital Issues at stake.
Mon., April 16, 7:30, Taft Rm,
Union.
To the Sisters ot Chi Omega.
Congratulations tor a successful
sunshine race. P.S. we're
psyched for another fantastic
Chi O Sigma Chi get together
tonight. See you there! I
Next week Is Science Fiction
Weekl All events are FREEI
Monday, Apr. 16 "The Time
Machine" 1:00pm. 210 M.S.,
Tues.. Apr 17 12:4i"Laser the
Light
Fantastic", Commuter
Center,
530pm "Creating
Worlds 8 Futures", M.S. Stanley
Schmidt, Editor of Analog;
l:0Opm"Science Fiction 8 The
Future", 210 M.S. Stanley Sch
mldt;
9:30pm
"Using
a
telescope-Stars 8 Planets" root
ot Life Scl. Bldg: Wed. Apr. II,
6:30pm "Computers 8 Science
Fiction" 210 M.S.. Dr. Sued,
Computer Science Professor;
Thurs., Apr. 19, 1:00pm "Movie
Magic." The Special Effects ot
Stars Wars 8 Beyond" Grand
Ballroom-Union, Jamie Shourt
Special Effects Artist for Star
Wars, Friday. Apr. 20. 9:00 am.
film workshop; 105 Hanna Hall
Jamie Shourt.
The best legs we did see, was
Friday at the ATO teal Thanx
guys tor a fun time. The KO'S.
Guys 8 Gals Haircuts. $4.00.
Kay Ann Beauty Salon. Call 3523133
Sherry Warner is taking ap
pointments et Kay Arm Beauty
Salon. Call 352-3133 for an ap
polntmtnt,
Thursday Is
COLLEOE NITE at Eunles Ear.
109$. Mam.
"TENNIS
PROS
WANTEDExcellent Summer seasonal 8
year-round positions available;
good
playing
8
teaching
background required. Call (301)
6543770, or send 2 complete
resumes,
pictures
to:
K.J.
Belknap, W.T.S..
HOI
Connecticut Avenue. Suite 1011,
Chevy Chase. MD 20015.
Merle Norman cosmetics at Kay
Ann Beauty Salon.
124 W.
Wooster 352 3133.
Have
your
received
your
"Invitation" to the Phi Mu Oate
Party April 21?
Bev 8 Leslie Welcome Back! Wa
missed youl The RA's.
Gammers ere psyched to worm
up with the Phi Taus, Phi Mu's',
8 Sigma Nu's 111 Get psyched tor
awiidThurs.nltell
Vote tar the Phi Kappa Ta«
Marathon Attendant next week
in the Unten Payer. One penny
equals one vote. Proceeds go to
the Weed Coimty Nursing Home.
HAVINO A KEO PARTY THIS
WEEKEND?
FOR
YOUR
COMPLETE
KEO
PARTY
NEEDS. CALL CHUCK 151 5713,
THE PABST BLUB RIBBON
CAMPUS, REP. KEEP PABST
BLUE
RIBBON
ON YOUR
MIND.
Thursday night partylll Alpha
Sigma Phi House Rush, Beer 8
Little Slsses. 7:30 whenever free
8 open to all Interested men.

Rush the Alpha
Delta Pi
Sorority, Tuesday, April 17, 9:00
pm. Go for the Best. GOAOPI H
you have any questions, call 23306.
DAYNA 8 LORNAThe Pitts
Rich 8 Bob must really rate to
have two littles which are so
great. The paddle hunt was
really good but of course we
knew you would!
Bete's Thanks tor a great warm
up last Thursday night. We'll
have to get together again
sometime! Love. The Sisters of
PhlMu.
Applications for 1979 so Student
Court are due Friday April 13 In
460 student Services. All Interested
students are encouraged to apply.
Kappa Slgs We're all psyched for
an excellent time at the pool
party with our wild 8 crazy
brothers. Hope you are too. Love,
Star ousters.
Hey Kappa Slgs The tea Friday
night was lots of fun; wo say it
rates No. II! Thanks tor showing
us a good time! Love, The Sisters
ot Phi Mu.
Little Vickl, congratulations on
making it through to Final
Ch. e leading Tryouts. I know
you're the bestl I love ya. Big
Carolyn.

WANTED
F: needs a 1 bedrm. apt. or effic.
to rent Fall Olr only Cindy
before 11 am or after 10pm, 3532095.
1 F. rmte. for Fall Qtr. Close to
campus. S290 plus elc 372-5471.
1 P. rmte. needed tor Spr. Qtr.
Call352 1143 after 7:30pm.
1 F. rmte. to sublet Campus
Manor apt fall Qtr. '79 only. Call
3724570 or 372 4686 as soon as
poMibatl
M or F rmte. needed. Private
rm. near Univ. Utll. t teleph.
includ. S100 mo. 352 7960
Need 1 or 2 F. rmtoa. for next
school. Close to campus. 3524325.
NEEDED 1 F. rmte lor next
school yeer. Call 352 1232.
1 F. rmte. still needed for Spr.
Qtr,. Nice apt Unlv
Village
Price
negotiable!
VERY
CHE. P! 352 6200.
1 F. rmte. May 1 or June 1 to
Aug. 30 (longer If desire). Own
bedrm.. big house, residential
area 352 8398.
F. rmtes. to share great new apt.
close to campus for summer.
$100 mo. 372-1371.
F.
to share apt.. Athletic,
mature, $115 mo 352 2055, eves.
Rmte. needed for Fall. Wtr 8
Spr. Qtrs '79 M 10 mm walk to
B.A. Bldg
Wlnthrop Terrace
North aprs. Call Dave 354-1212.
Think ahead now! Pref. Jrs. or

Ira.
HELPWANTED
Sub Me-Quick drivers needed.
5pm 12am, any 7 days wk. Good
starting salary 8 Incentives.
Apply within 143 E. Wooster.
OVERSEAS JOBS Summer year
round. Europe, S. America,
Australia, Asia, Etc. All Fields,
$500 $1,200 monthly. Expenses
paid. Sightseeing. Free InfoWrite: IJC, Box 52 II, Corona

Del Mar, C A 92625
F<
?^,fl*rlsf hli-.iiniii.ilii i .
1973 VW Karmpnn Ghia 4 spd.,
radio, low miles. 3324743 after
4pm.

Canon Macro lens; FD 50mm, f
3.5 S.S.C.. wilt* extension tube
FD 25. Absolutely new-never
been used! Bob Schurk, 352-3111.
1974 TR 6. good cond
New
ragtop. $2,600 616 6222 between
OpnvtOpm.
Rotel turntable. Hi yrs. old,
wood cabinet, audio-technique
cartridge, great cond., 352-6306ask for Sen.
AM-FM slereo receiver, I treck
player-recorder, $135. Nearly
new. Help get me through the
quarter! 352 0674 after 10:30pm.

Tom.
2 tickets to Beach Boys concert
Apr. 22 at T.u Very good seats
Must Sell! Sally 353 3416.
Used Apt. sited ceuch. S15.M.
Call 352-1961.
TEAC 160 stereo cassette deck
with Dolby. Excel, cond $120.00.
3520300.
FOR RENT
Furn. AC, 2 bedrm. apt. 124 6th
St. $350 8 elec. for summer qtr. 1
Falivacancy. 352 1313eves
Subls , 2 bedrm. unfurn. $175 mo.
utll. pd. except elec. 3)1 Con
neaut Ave. Contact John Beach
between 5 8 6:30pm.
Apt. for Fall rent. 1, 2 bedrm.
turn. 124 6th St. $300 mo. plus
elec. Call Newlove Realty 352
5163
Thurstln Manor Apts , AC. fully
carpeted, cable vision, effic,
laundry facil , now leasing for
Summer 8 Fall. 451 Thurstln
Ave. 35? 5435
Hampton House now renting for
summer 8 fell. Ph. 352 6293.
NEWLOVE
APT.
SUMMER
RENTALS
507 E. Merry 8 124 Sixth St. both
are 2 bedrm. turn., $350 summer
qtr. plus elec.
203 S. Church-duplex, 3 bedrm.
unfurn., $450 summer qtr. plus
gas 8 elec.
Ml Sixth St. 2 bedrm. turn, house
$300 summer qtr. plus all utll.
Call Newlove Realty. 352 5163.
CAMPUS MANOR now renting
for summer. Special rates. AC.
Ph 35? 9302 or 332 7365, eves.
Rockledge Manor Apts., 2
bedrm., 2 full baths, luxury
apts., now leasing summer 8 tall
sessions. All utll. furn. except
elec. 150 4th St Ph. 352 3141 or
669 3611.
For summer 521 E. Merry (near
Offenhauer Towers). 2 bedrm.
turn apt. AC, $350 for entire
summer. John Newlove Real
Estate. 352 6553.
Houses,
apts. 8 rooms tor
Summer Rentals only. All near
campus. Ph. 352 7365.
Student rentals in residential
area. Close to Univ All utll. pd.
3534S62
Small 2 bedrm. house, unfurn l
bedrm. apt., turn. Both m*r
campus. 12 mo. leases, effective
June 15. PH. 35? 7365.
Sblet. 6-10-9 IS. Furn, 1 bedrm
near campus. $150 mo. 352-6434;
Martha, eves.
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day in review.
Amia flees as Ugandan capital falls

briefs
Continuing Education workshop

KAMPALA,
Uganda
(AP)Tanzanian troops and Ugandan rebels,
showered with flowers by civilians,
entered Idi Amln's capital in triumph
yesterday after a five-month war to
drive the dictator from power.
Residents of Kampala flooded the
streets to greet their "liberators,"
swarming over the Tanzanian tanks,
looting shops and beating to death
stragglers from Amln's army.
Amin and remnants of his forces
were last seen Tuesday fleeing eastward toward Jlnja, SO miles away, in a
convoy of limousines. Some reports
said he had gone to Tororo, near the
Kenyan border.

Robert F. Jackson, radio personality from WGTE-FM and professor
emeritus of the University of Toledo, will lecture at 8 p.m. today in the Alumni
Room, Union. The address, which will include commentaries on science, is free
and public.

Camp jobs available near Cleveland
Hiram House Camp of the greater Cleveland area will be at the University
April 17 to interview students for summer Jobs, including working with lowincome, mentally retarded and physically handicapped children. Students
should sign up for an interview at the Student Employment Office, 460 Student
Services Bldg.

Bloodmobile needs volunteers
Volunteers are needed to help with the Red Cross Bloodmobile from 9 a.m. to
S p.m. today in the Grand Ballroom, Union. For information call 372-2775.

Cafeterias close for Easter

TOWNSPEOPLE IN Jinja reported a
flood of wounded and ragged soldiers
from Amln's loyal units. Tanzanian and
rebel commanders ordered no Im-

Cafeterias in ail residence halls except McDonald and Kreischer will be
closed this weekend. Friday dinner will be the last meal served until 7 a.m.
Monday, according to Monna Pugh, director of food services.

mediate full-scale push to the east,
however.
"The racist fascist is no longer in
power!" the rebels declared over
Uganda Radio and through loudspeakers In Kampala streets.

"The racist fascist
is no longer in
power."
The Tanzanian-fponsored Ugandan
National liberation Front quickly
announced establishment of a
provisional government with former
Ugandan university official Yussufu K.
Lule as president, defense minister and
armed forces chief.
IN A BROADCAST statement from

Dar es Salaam, Tanzania, Lule
promised a "rule of law" and said
Uganda's first elections since 1962
would be held "as soon as conditions
permit."
He said he wants to "bring back to the
people of Uganda the good life they
once knew. There must be no revenge."
For the Tanzanian and exile invaders, the almost bloodless capture of
Kampala capped an offensive that
began 14 months and MO miles ago.
The final assault began Tuesday after
hours of air, artillery and rocket
bombardment.
AN AMERICAN REPORTER who
marched into Kampala with the invaders said many of the Ugandans
apparently were caught and beaten to
death by civilians.
Among the dead were a U.N. official

from West Germany and his wife. Their
automotatle apparently was struck by a
rocket.
Residents who hunkered down in the
capital through two weeks of shelling
and uncertainty poured out into the
open after daybreak yesterday. Bat the
celebration quickly turned into uncontrolled looting and ransacking of
stores and government houses. Tanzanians were unable to quell it.
AMIN SEIZED POWER in 1971 in a
military coup that ousted thenPresident Milton Obote. In the nest
eight years he methodically crushed his
opposition in bloodbath* that drew
denunciations from around the world.
The human rights organization
Amnesty International last year
estimated at least 100,000 people had
been murdered under his regime.

Urgent safety corrections needed for nation's atomic energy plants
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Three Mile
Island accident has revealed the need
for urgent safety corrections on nearly
all of the nation's atomic power plants,
the Nuclear Regulatory Commission
said yesterday.
The agency reported that it has
discovered a design flaw in some power
plants designed by Westinghouse Corp.
and that the flaw is similar to the one
discovered in the Three Mile Island

plant.
The flaw could mislead plant
operators and prevent vital emergency
cooling in the event of an accident, the
commission said.

country. The exception is the Fort Saint
Vrain plant at Plattville, Colo., which is
a high-temperature, gas-cooled
reactor.
Commission spokesmen did not list
the corrective actions the agency
considers necessary at the plants.
Westinghouse had no immediate
comment on the NRC statement.

THE AGENCY SAID safety
corrections are needed "on a priority
basis for all light-water power reactor
facilities." That would cover 71 of the72
licensed nuclear power plants in the

MEANWHILE, TECHNICIANS at

the Three Mile Island plant outside
Middletown, Pa., reported difficulties
yesterday in their attempts to cool that
plant's reactor.

said the problem should not block cold
shutdown of the reactor, the point
where the reactor can no longer
overheat and go out of control.

A status report from NRC officials at
the plant said when engineers lowered
pressure in the reactor to remove gas
bubbles from the coolant system, too
much water accumulated.
But NRC spokesman Tom Elsasser

FEDERAL OFFICIALS testing
residents of the Three Mile Island area
said radiation levels in the bodies of
those living near the plant are normal.
COOLING FAILURE could lead to a
meltdown or overheating of the reac-

tor's core and fhf release of large
amounts of radioactivity
Westinghouse sam u H believed that
a small break in a reactor pressurizer
could make it appear that one of the
signals in its plants is high while the
other is low.
In such a case, the computer would
not turn on emergency cooling and a
plant operator could be misled into
"erroneous actions."

Teamsters union accepts contract settlement Desegregation hindered
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Carter
administration proclaimed victory
yesterday for its stretched antiinflation guidelines after the Teamsters
union accepted a contract settlement to
end a 10-day nationwide trucking
shutdown.
Union and trucking industry
bargainers announced tentative
agreement late Tuesday on a contract
Industry officials said Would boost labor
costs by about 30 percent over three
years-or just over 9 percent a year
compounded.

But administration officials disputed
that cost estimate, saying the contract
boosts wages and fringe benefits by 26.5
percent over three years, according to
their calculation. After subtracting
several increases exempt from the
guidelines, the administration said the
Teamsters serve in compliance with
the program.
"THE SETTLEMENT is within the
administration's 'voluntary pay standards," President Carter's chief Inflation fiehter, Alfred E. Kahn, said
yesterday.

Industry officials concurred with the
administration that the package falls
within the guidelines.
Union President Frank Fitzsimmons
refused to say whether he thought the
package fell within the guidelines,
leaving that to the government. "I can't
figure their arithmetic," Fitzsimmons
told reporters after the two sides settled
Tuesday.
CHIEF INDUSTRY bargainer J.
Curtis Counts added, "Amen."
The agreement must be ratified by
union members, a process that takes

four to six weeks. "I'm sure they'll be
satisfied with this agreement. At least I
hope so," Fitzsimmons said.
Union officials say the possibility
that members wil' reflect ttm pact is u
remote one.
CARTER'S VOLUNTARY antiinflation program calls for a 7 percent
annual ceiling on wage and fringe
benefit increases. That works out to 22.5
percent over three years with compounding.
However, the administration has
relaxed the standard twice to accommodate the Teamsters.

AMERICAN AND CHINESE FOODS

RIDGE MANOR APTS.

SUMMER RATES!!!

160N. Main St. 352-2626

519 RIDGE ST.

BE AN EARLY BIRD

"NOW SEWING LUNCH AND DINNER:
Mon. - Thur. 11:00 am - 9:00 pm
Fit
11:00 am - 11:00 pm
Sat.
4:00 pm - 11:00 pm
RESEARCHERS ARE INTERESTED IN
COMMUNICATING WITH PERSONS
WHO ARE STIMULATED OR AROUSED
BY SUFFOCATION. QUALIFIED INDIVIDUALS WILL BE PAID FOR INTERVIEW. CONFIDENTIAUTY AND
ANONYMITY ARE GUARANTEED.
CALL 2-0147 DURING THESE HOURS:
2:30-4:30 TWR

SUMMER RENTALS

MERRV SI Am

j2 Bedroom Townhouse styl<

2 Bedroom-2 Bath
Dishwasher-Disposal
$175 plus electric

1-2 persons $140°°
3-4 persons $160°°
i MODEL APT. No. 16
[MON., TUE5., WED., 6:30-9:00
I OR CALL RENTAL OFFICE 352- 0717
•M* •

[Call 352-0717 or stop by 224 E. Wooster St.
I
Rental Office

?i\ wa>

> LOWEST
PRICES

-LOW SUMMER RATESSOCIAL WORKERSSOCIOLOGISTS
Help people help themselva.
VISTA (Vohmteen In Service to America) needs your
experience In health,
housing, counseling, community development,
geriatrics, working with
handicapped. Living
allowance It medical
coverage. No upper age
limit. Contact VTSTA.

LIBERAL ARTS
Liberal Arts majors. Peace
Corps and VTSTA (Volunteers in Servive to America)
are looking for people like
you. Put your education to
good use in developing
countries all over the world
or In poverty areas all over
the United States. Discuss
opportunities for you in
Peace Corps and VISTA with
representatives.

FOR AN APARTMENT TO MEET
YOUR NEEDS
EFFICIENCIES
1-2-3 BEDROOM
Prices ranging from $50.00 - $175.00
Call 352-0712 or stop by
MAURER-QREEN RENTAL OFFICE
224 E. Wooster St.

ara***4^.^*ff#*:»
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ESPANOL

SCIENCE

ElCuerpodePazYVISTA •'
necisitan su facilidad en el
ldioma espanol y su
preparacion para poder
luchaer contra la pobreza.
Por el trabajo mas dificil que
usted puede amar, busque un
consejero.

Science majors. Biology,
Chemistry, Physics, Math.
Peace Corps has challenging
jobs for you In Asia, South
America and Africa. Must be
U.S. citizen, married-single,
no dependents. No upper age
limit. Contact Peace Corps.
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Parlez-Vous Francais?
. Want to experience the French
Language and Culture?
The French House is now accepting
* applications for 1979-80.
Y For more Info, call
# Diane Starr at 372-1308 or 372-2671

t

CLEVELAND (API-Lawyers for the Cleveland school board have told
U.S. District Judge Frank J. Battisti there is no guarante< hat buses
can be acquired in time to carry out a full desegregaliun plan next
February.
The lawyers' brief also questioned Battisti's authority to require the
school board to order buses in view of the desegregation delay granted by
the U.S. 6th Circuit Court of Appeals.
The appeals court in Cincinnati granted the board a stay of Battisti's
order earlier this year, in effect halting the desegregation program
pending a U.S. Supreme Court ruling in the Columbus and Dayton
desegregaton cases.
BM9IIH11 AND THE school lawyershave differed over the effect of the
appeals court order, with Battisti insisting that planning for
desegregation must continue so that if his orders are upheld in appeals
the board will be able to implement quickly the plan for desegregating the
103,000-pupil system.

"Season Opener"!
Beer Blast
Thursday April 12

8:00-12:00
N E commons
Everyone
welcome!

i
J

sponsored by Marketing Club *

; $4.99
t $2.89-$4.89
GREAT SELECTION of paraphernalia,
posters, tapestries, silk screens,
burlaps & T-shirts

THE SOURCE

Records - Tapes & Paraphernalia
518 East Wooster across from Founders
HOURS: 10-9 Mon.-Sat, 12-7 Sun.
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sports
Tracksters whip Cincy
by Daw Lawandowaki
assistant sports editor

Sparked by six first place finishes in the field events,
Bowling Green's men's track and field team defeated Cincinnati Tuesday 98H-63H.
"That's why they call it track and field," BG coach Mel
Brodt said. "The field events are as Important as the running
events."
Double-winner Jeff Opel t led the Falcons with a 166-7 throw
In the javelin and a 134-10 toss in the discus. Opelt was
questionable before the start of the season because of
surgery.
He is still going to be questionable," Brodt said.
"Running-wise he's a question mark and in the high Jump he's
a question, but he's helping out as much as he can in the
events he can."
Jeff K. Brown won the hammer with a throw of 153-9 while
Steve SanGregory placed first In the shot put with a 44-0
heave. Joel Bender won the pole vault with a leap of 13-0.
THE FALCONS captured four <-st p'ares JI the
running events with Jeff S. Brown leading Lit way with.-l :55
clocking in the 800-meters. Kevin Ryan and Bob Lunn tied for
first In the 1,500-meters with a time of 4:l«.l while Steve
Housley won the 3-mile in 14:23.4. Pet. Murtaugh placed
first in the steeplechase with a 8:16.2 time, a personal best.
BG picked up important runner-up spots from Ivor
Emmanuel in the 400-meters, Rick Hutchinson in the 800meters, Dan Cartledge in the steeplechase and Mark Vermilion in the high and intermediate hurdles.
The Falcons also added points with second place finishes in
the 1,500-meter and 400-meters relays.
itl photo by Frank Brelthaupt
BG's lacrosse turn lost to Ohio Wesleyan yesterday 8-5. Tom McNIcholaa
(29) moves around a Denison delenseman In action last Saturday.

Griffey confident with leadoff role
ATLANTA (AP)-Ken Griffey
believes he can be a better leadoff
hitter than Pete Rose was for the
Cincinnati Reds.
"I think I'm better than Pete. I can do
more things. I can steal bases and beat
out infield hits, that's two things right
there," said the 28-year-old rightfielder, who stepped into the top spot in
the Reds' lineup after Rose left for
Philadelphia.
Griffey previously batted second
behind Rose.
"I feel freer at the plate. I don't have
to sacrifice myself unless the situation
comes up. Batting behind Pete, I used
to have to move him over, hit to the
right side a lot," Griffey said.

ATLANTA BRAVES manager Bobby
Cox thinks Griffey is "a natural to lead
off."
"He can hit doubles, steal third and
hit one out once in awhile. I think
Griffey can pattern himself after Lou
Brock of the St. Louis Cardinals," Cox
said.
Cox has had an opportunity to see
what Griffey can do in the leadoff
position. In his first six official times at
bat against Atlanta pitching, Griffey
got five hits.
Griffey has his sights set higher this
year after hitting 35 and 33 doubles the
last two seasons.
If I get 40 or 50 doubles I'd be
satisfied," he said. He also would
like to
uu,u u,.«,

steal more bases. He stole his second
base of the season Tuesday night.
"IF I get a good jump, there isn't
anybody i;oing to throw me out," said
urifley, who managed 23 in 28 attempts
last season. He would have liked to
have tried to steal even more.
"The reason was Joe Morgan was
hitting behind me. They wanted a hole
by keeping the first baseman close to
the bag and he wasn't hitting much.
That was pretty much it.
"I had an off-year last year," Griffey
said. "I hit 10 home runs and had 63
runs batted in, which isn't bad. But my
average was .288. That's not bad either,
but I'd rather stay over my lifetime
average .309."
.JUS.

Intramural notes

BG-lndians night
Tickets for the BGSU-Cleveland Indians night sponsored by O.e BGSU Alumni Association are on sale now
at the Alumni Center.
Lower box seats are at a discount price of $5.50 for the
game between the Cleveland Indians and the world
champion New York Yankees.May 25. Deadline for ticket
reservations is May 14.

Entries for water polo and tennis (singles) are now
available from fraternity and residence hall athletic
chairmen.
Water polo entries are due next Tuesday and play will
begin April 23. A meeting of all water polo managers will be
held next Thursday at 4 p.m. in Room 202 Memorial Hall.

Buff Apartments
Now leasing for summer quarter

IS
THIS
WHAT
YOUR
KISSES
TASTE
Hire?

If you smoke
cigarettes, you
taste like one.

SOCETY f
COONlllMl W»MTID-»*n-H

HwM«viiMf«n wti. *•»«
**C. mm rat. c«M MV"|M camp.
N * %•— •■*!. Dav* l"-iM<i <V
liHnWHin OMMwUM. H—
MTW1 MB

ABORTIONS
Storting Kale
S12S
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Ucrnard Gynecologist
r.LOJt 10 0U» »»i»
FINaST'AClLITIISAND
MOoeaN recNMiooM

CALL TOLL FKtt
$00-362-120 5

2 Bedroom Apartments
Furnished
Laundromats
Bike Shed

5450 for summer
All utilities Paid
(except electric)

Office: 1470 Clough Si Apt. F-3
Phone: 352-2915 for Appointment

SGA
CAMPUS CLEAN-UP
DAY
Day: April 14 - Saturday
Time: 10 a.m.
Place: Ice Arena Parking Lot
Refreshments will be served.

In the field events, BG scored seconds from: Jim
McCracken in the pole vault, Kelly Lycan in the long and
triple jumps, SanGregory in the hammer, Rick Vollmer in
thediscus and Jeff K. Brown in the shot put.
Third place finishes were picked up by Tom Dowell in the
100-meter dash, Tim Dayhuff In the 200 and 400-meters, Brent
Beams in the 1,500-meters, John Zurrer in the high hurdles
and Lycan in the intermmediate hurdles.
IN THE field events, third-place finishes were captured by
Opelt in the pole vault, Fred Morrison in the high jump, Joe
Ritter In the triple jump, Zurrer in the long jump, Vollmer in
the hammer and Jeff K. Brown in the javelin and discus.
Despite winning the meet, Brodt said the competition was
not the most formidable the team will face this season.
"They (Cincinnati) don't have a complete team," Brodt
said. "They have sprinters, high jumper and hurdlers but no
field events."
Brodt said he was overly satisfied with the efforts of the
tracksters in the cool, sunny weather and with the depth on
the team.
"Depth helps push a team," Brodt said. "Inter-team
competition makes a team stronger. If one guy wins the high
jump at M and his next closest teammate is at 6-0, he knows
he has a spot for the next meet and may not go all out."
THE FALCONS will travel to Knoxville, Term, this
weekend for the Dogwood Relays. BG will take a larger
squad than usual to the meet, according to Brodt.
"We'll take more than we ever had before," Brodt said.
"We'll take some younger guys to get their feet wet. It's sort
of a seasoning. It's a real good eye opener for this time of the
year because there will be a lot of top athletes there."

OSU signs prep star
CLEVELAND
(AP)-Clark
Kellogg, one of the most prized high
school basketball players in the
country, Wednesday made Ohio
State Coach Eldon Miller a happy
man.
The 6-foot-a Kellogg, named
Associated Press AAA Player of the
Year for his spectacular senior year
at Cleveland St. Joseph High School,
announced his intention to enroll at
Ohio State in the fall, then signed a
national letter of intent.
' 'Clark is the greatest player in the
country for our team," Miller said
with elation in his voice. "Coaches
told me during the year, 'If you land
an outstanding forward, you'd have
a great team.' Well, Clark has
tremendous forward skills."

KELLOGG, WHO has been approached and wooed by hundreds of
colleges cut his final choice down to
Ohio State and Michigan.
"Within myself, I made the
decision a week and a half ago,"
Kellogg said. "But I had to talk it
over with my parents and think
about it a little more.
"We chose Ohio State because we
felt it had the best overall picture for
me. I'm going into business administration and Cdiumbus has a
reputable business community. And
the school has a rising basketball
program."
The news conference announce
the 18-year-old's decisioi was held in a
library at St. Joseph. As lief its one of
the top college recruits in the

country, the announcement" was
attended by dozens of members of
the media, as well as classmates,
friends and school officials.
KELLOGG'S HIGH school coach,
Bob Straub, was on hand, looking a
little dazed by the proceedings.
"No, I've never been through
anything quite like this," he said.
"It's been quite an experience. But
Clark has given people in the
community and in the school a lot of
thrills.
"It's been an honest job to be
associated with a kid like this, and
I'm not just talking about a
basketball player He's just a
tremendous porson'

r»-W£\x TIQTXT

P1 eviewBaseball

Bowling Green's baseball team is
scheduled to host Otterbein tomorrow
at 1 p.m. at Steller Field. The Falcons
will travel to Dayton Saturday for a
double-header with Wright State and
will be at Cincinnati Sunday for a
double-header.

Golf

BG's women's golfers will compete in
the Kentucky Invitational today and
tomorrow.
The Falcons men's golf team will be
at the Ohio State University Kempler
Intercollegiate Tournament tomorrow
and Saturday.

Lacrosse
Kenyon will travel to Bowling Green
to face the men's lacrosse team
Saturday at 1:30 adjacent to Doyt L.
Perry Stadium.
BG's women's lacrosse team will
face Wooster and Cleveland Club at
Wooster Saturday.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Now Leasing For Foil and Summer
I AND 2-BEDROOM APTS.
FURNISHED AND
UNFURNISHED
-SWIMMING POOL
-LAUNDRAMATS
TAKING APPLICATIONS NOW
OFFICE: 400 NAPOLEON RD.
PHONE: 352-9135
HRS: 9-12,1-5 MON.-FRI.
EVENINGS, BY APPT.

Audio components: Confusion in stereo
See page four
iW.ri '
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series warning
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WMMS-FM la Clevel«nd's--and thus, probably the
world's--mo*t popular rock and roll station. Michael
J. Ou*ul*tle visited the station lor the second story
In the REVUE'* series on Cleveland. Pag* 5.

Rick Kendall previews the coming April 16-20
Science Fiction week, which includes talk* by a
"Star Wars" special atfects artist and tha editor of
"Analog," th* science fiction world's moat popular
literary magazine. Pag* 6.

This mak the REVUE
premiers Record World's
list of top album sellers.
Th* Bee Gees "Spirits
Having Flown" tops th*
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Harrison,
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on th* charts. Reviews of
both on page 3.
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an
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the side door
(university union)
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.c»v^

magical
mystery
tour
with

the beatles
mon. thru fri. 12=30 & 1:30 free
backgammon, chess & other gomes too!

Campus concert blues:
Easing aches & pains
TIM rock concert seen* on th* University campus has been quit*
extensively debated In th* pages of th* REVUE during the laat two
weeks. Jim Stofan, departed director of programming for the Union
Activities Organization [UAO], sparked the debate in an Interview
published on March 30.
"There is a total lack of sensitivity, understanding, and respect for
UAO, tor me, and for the need for this type of programming," Stofan
said.
He went on to provide examples which Implicated the Athletic, Health
and Physical Education, and Campus Safety and Security Departments,
and the administration, as those contributing to his problems.
In last week's installment of this continuing drama, spokesmen for the
above named departments expressed surprise at Stofan's charges. A
comment by Richard Stoner, director of Auxiliary Support Service, was
typical. "I thought we had a good working relationship [with Stofan]," ho
said.

THE ONLY discouraging word waa provided by Charles T. Klsselle,
assistant athletic director. "If we have to have pot smoking, cigarette
smoking and beer drinking to have a good time at a concert...maybe wo
don't need to have concerts."
His comment was Inspired In part by the Incredible scene found In
Anderson Anna* after last December's J. Gells-SouthsW* Johnny
concert. According to several reports, literally barrels of broken glass,
patches of spilled liquor, and more vomit than anyone would ever care to
look at greeted clean-up craws after the concert.
If any central fact has emerged from this debate. It Is that rock concert
production at the University is an extremely fragile operation. A lengthy
chain of circumstances, all of them fraught with headaches, must be
fulfilled In order for a successful concert to be staged. The REVUE
cannot envy interim UAO program director Tom Misuraca the Job of
bringing major rock artists to the University.
THE REVUE WAS pleased to find that a spirit of cooperation with
UAO's rock concert efforts seems to exist among the many campus
groups on whom that effort partially depends. At the same time, our
respect for Jim Stofan's abilities aa UAO director and for his personal
integrity make It difficult for ua to entirely discount his charges of noncooperation.
It's worth noting that rock music has during the last 15 years become
the most effective medium for the expression of the opinions, concerns,
lifestyles and values of American teenagers and young adults. Rock
concerts at the University can help students stay In touch with the
currents blowing through contemporary youth culture.
Rock concerts, In other words, can be an Important part of a college
education, of the Increasing awareness of the world around us which
education at its best facilitates.
THE REVUE URGES, then, that the University community
acknowledge the importance of rock concerts in campus life, and give
Misuraca their unequivocal support.
Tha REVUE wishes Misuraca the best of luck In the difficult task of
bringing this type of programming to Bowling Qreen.
And the REVUE urges, finally, that students moderate their concert
behavior a bit. Qot primed for the concert, by all means, but do it at
home, prior to the concert itself. Don't give anti-rock concert sentiment
on this campus any excuse to grow.

COME SEE

Aftf§hi»
An Exhibit

of Ohio Black Artists

THE McFALL CENTER GALLERY
open 2-5 p.m. every day through May 9th
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Out of the shadows

Twilley o.

Neglected Beatle confident
Review by
Debblt Coukel
George Harrison was
often overlooked as a
Beatle.
Harrison
was
dominated by the prolific
Lennon and McCartney
songwriting team, and
generally only one of his
compositions and lead
vocals appeared on each
Beatle album.
In the early 1970's,
however, after the group's
breakup,
Harrison
emerged from the shadow
of his more famous mates
with his solo albums,
including his first, "All
Things Must Pass," which
included
perhaps
his
best-known song, "My
Sweet Lord." Since then,
the world has begun to
realize the Immense talent
and creativity possessed
by the neglected Beatle.
"George
Harrison,"
Harrison's current

release.
has
a
lightheartedness
and
simplicity which make It
more easily accessible
and enjoyable than "Dark
Horse" and "Living in the
Material World," which
were too moody and
serious. George seems to
have abanconed
the
pessimism of earlier
times for a happier and
less
complicated
approach to his music.

"Love
Comes
to.
Everyone"
opens
the
album. This is a bright
and
optimistic
track,
wherein Harrison assures
us that "It's so true It can
happen to you all; thereKnock and it will open
wide-...love comes to
everyone." His strong,
confident vocal and the
song's well-sustained
beat and nice melody
make this a very sincere
and appealing effort.

"NOT GUILTY," which
George wrote while still a
Beatle, displays his talent
for writing lyrics with
clever multiple meanings.
"...I'm not here for the
rest-I'm not trying to steal
your vest-l am not trying
to be smart-l only want
what I can get." The
song's rather mysterious
and haunting melody and
orchestration
complement the interesting
double entendres In the
lyrics.
"Here
Comes
the
Moon" shows George's
capacity for humor and
self-parody, being a
lyrical
and
melodic
response to the classic
"Here Comes The Sun."
Other songs on the
album describe George's
love for his new wife,
Olivia
("Dark
Sweet
Lady," "Your Love Is
Forever"), his fascination

Dottie West adds charisma
NASHVILLE (AP) Dottie West - the picture
of country sunshine and a
bottle of Coke - feds
younger performing with
a "graybeard" like Kenny
Rogers.
Her
steady,
sedate
career has skyrocketed in
the past year since
teaming up with Rogers
and adding a flash of
country charisma to the
sensual
but
relaxed
Rogers and his famous
gray beard.
"I feel more confident
jnd happy in what I'm
Joing," said Miss West.
jest known for her tune
'Country Sunshine, which

became the llngle for
Coca-Cola.
"I
married
yound and had four kids. I
felt older while they were
young. But I feel younger
than ever and have more
energy. When you are
happy, you have more

energy."
"I will be surprised and
disappointed if he isn't
entertainer of the year,"
she said. "I see the
crowds he plays to. I
know nobody Is deserving
like Kenny."

Pfiitts AT

ALL THREE THEATRES
SATURDAY-SUNDAY
1ARGIN MATINEES
ALL
ADULTS.-

jjftU

and obsession with car
racing ("Faster," which
was Inspired by Jackie
Stewart and Nlki Lauda.
according to the album's
liner notes), and his
general contentment and
optimism
about
life
("Blow Away," the current
single from the album,
and "If You Believe").

Music
HARRISON
PLAYS
guitar and does vocals on
the album with the more
than competent help of
Eric Clapton on guitar,
Andy Newmark on drums,
Willie Weeks on bass and
Gary
Wright
on
keyboards.
George, with a little help
from his friends, has
relaxed and found contentment In his life and
music. His new album
reflects his confidence
and
contentment
beautifully.

'Twilley" is Dwight Twillevs first effort since the
departure of co-lead slngei Phil Seymour last fall.
Although the album doesn't pack the immediate
punch of its predecessor, "Twnley Don't Mind," the
songs don't take long to grow on the listener. In
fact, "Twilley" offers several cuts that rank with
Twilley's best work.
Surprisingly, Seymour's departure hasn't affected
the band's sound. Thus, the overall verdict is that
it's good to see the boy from Tulsa back on his feet
again.
Side one begins slowly with "Out of My Hands," a
tune too long and too elaborate for hard-core Twilley
fans. The song attempts to recapture
the real
quality of "Looking for the Magic" but gets bogged
down in overproduction. "Runaway" and "Standln'
In the Shadow of Love" feature Twilley's raw, urgent
vocals, reminiscent of Tom Petty's, with catchy
guitar licks throughout.
"ALONE IN MY Room," which closes side one, is
a lilting rocker about lost love of a Beatlesque
clarity: "Well since you left me, I been sayin' I'm OKIt'sall behind now, I'll be fine, so go away." "Alone"
is deserving of some radio airplay.
Twilley kicks off side two with "Betsy Sue," the
closest thing on this disc to the driving classics "I'm
On Fire" and "TV." This studio cut doesn't capture
the intensity of Twilley's stage version, however.
The live version of "Got You Where I Want You" Is
also a rnai kickf. but something Is missing in this
studu recording.
"it lakes A Lofcflt Love" features the bouyant
optimism of the Hollies beat work, and closes the
album on an up-beat.
Dwight Twilley will appear, sans Phil Seymour, at
the Cleveland Agora Monday night as a warm-up act
for The Jam. But an artist of Twilley's caliber
belongs at the top of the bill.

STAPfVM
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HAS IT ALL FOR YOU!
STARTS FRIDAY!
THE MOST TIMELY MOTION PICTURE
OF THE YEAR!!!
"CHINA SYNDROME" AT 7:30 AND 9:35 P.M.

6ISC6UNT

Review by
Laurie Rr-elk)

Today, only
■ handful of people know what
The China Syndrome" means...
Soon yon will know.

MON--2 for 1
WED--Disco & Drown
Reduced Prices All Night
«„ «%.HAPPY HOURS-everyday
3:00-7:00
Every Thurs--Fri--Sat Nites
8-10 half price drinks

STARTS

FM.I

SUN--18 &Over Nite

PEST IN DISCO 6 ROCK MUSIC
NO COVER
162 N.AAAIN
NEXT TO REDWOOD
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a stereo chain's beginning link
-••: This I* the first of • serlces of articles
-.ing REVUE rssdsri advice concerning ths
purchase of stsrso componsnts.
by Chris Burgess
If you've checked the selection and prices of
stereo and hi-fi equipment lately, you know that the
choices are overwhelming and In many cases, so
are the tags. To the unfamiliar buyer, the thousands
of components on the market often spell confusion
and, sometimes, disappointment.
It needn't be this way, of course. If one Is well
prepared and Informed before deciding to sign on
the dotted line. It's like purchasing a car or renting an
apartment: the more you know, the better off you'll
be.
This series of articles will touch upon the very
basic, but essential, fundamentals of stereo buying.
And while they will avoid unnecessary technical
jargon, we still must cover some terms In order to
differentiate between the good and the not-so-good.
It would be beneficial, too, to pick up any one of

1

1

SMUTS HAVING FLOWN
BEE GEES

WHERE DOES one begin In putting a component
stereo system together? One knowledgable person
may say "Buy your cartridge first—the sound comes
from there firstl" Another may contend that
speakers shoulu have first consideration: they're
what you actually hear. Neither school of thought Is
right or wrong.
In describing the audio chain, however, we'll
begin with the turntable and cartridge. If records
are your main source of music, then the turntable
cartridge combination Is of primary Importance. Not
only does the quality of the recorded sound depend
on a good combination, but the long-run condition
of your records hinges on it, too.
Simply enough, a turntable Is just that - a
"record player." It spins the discs, more or less
precisely, and has a tonearm which holds the
cartridge, that crucial little thing at the end.

of six LPs to the turntable lor play. You can program
it by electric eye Irom across the room, too
However, there are specifications, 01 "specs
common to all turntables that are important. Fitat,
since the platter moves. It must make some noise.
You're looking lor the lowest possible levels.
Anything with -53dB or higher (-55,-57, etc.) Is
good.
Not only must the table be quiet, It must be accurate in speed. "Wow" is the name for lowfrequency devlances, while flutter denotes highfrequency abberations; wow will make a bass sound
unsteady and flutter makes a piano, well, flutter.
You're looking for low percentages such as .06
percent or .08 percent, or even lower on the more
expensive tables. With these figures and the the
amount of money you can afford to spend In mind,
you can compare and decide.
THE CARTRIDGE is what translates the recorded
sounds Into sn electrical signal for the amplifier. It
also adds definition, clarity and depth to the sound
and decides whether the record wears well or not.
There are various types of cartridges with varying
price tags. The ceramic cartridge usually comes
with cheaper tables and really Isn't too kind to your
ears or your albums. Magnetic cartldges are a good
step up and constitute the majority of cartridges
now in use. Moving coll cartridges are used only on
the best equipment, require a separate pre-amplifier

•

RSORS1 3041

•

the number ol good Introductory stereo books
before you buy, the Institute of High Fidelity's new
handbook, for instance. There also are many good
magazines, "Audio" and "Stereo Review," for
example, that can shed light on the quality of new
products, a definite boon to the consumer on the
verge of purchase. "Consumer Report" magazines
help too, although they tend not to go into as great a
detail as the books and magazines, nor are they as
authoritative. Nevertheless, the more you read, the
more you know.
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SQUEEZING OUT SPAWCS
GRAHAM PARKER & THE
RUMOUR
Arista

Lowell Briggs, an employes at Bowling Green's
LaSalle's store, warily stalks Just the right stereo
SAUSAUUU (*!>■• WEEK

UfAKFAST M AMWCA
SUPERTRAMP

Editor's not«: Ths REVUE introduce* a new feature
today-reproductions from the popular record album
charts published weekly In Record World magazine.
The "Chartmsker of ths Week" Is lbs new album
entering the chart at the highest position; the
"Salssmefcer" recorded the sharpest Increase In
sales during the past weak; and the Tlashmakerhas been most widely added to FM radio piayllsts.

THERE ARE several types of turntables: 1) The
manual table, a device that simply plays the record
and, usually, has a manual tonearm lift and cue
(another name for placing the tonearm on to the
record); 2) The semi-automatic, which will pick the
tonearm up after a side has finished; and 3) The fully
automatic player, which will cue, reject and recue
LPs at the touch of a button.
There is another type, the changer, that allows
you to stack records and will play up to six LPs at a
time, but except for a very few exceptions It Is best
to stay away from such components. Many times
changers are less than precise.
As in all audio components, there are varying
degrees of complexity and quality. For under $100
one can pick up a good quality manual turntable,
such as the Pioneer 112D. It will play the records well
anc won't wreak any perceptible damage to the
precious vinyl. At the other end of the spectrum are
such Items as the ADC Accutrac 4000, which can be
programmed by the push of any of several buttons
to play any cut on the side of an LP once, twice, or
repeatedly. Not only that, but It can gently lower one

components In downtown BQ's Sound Associates.
to boost the signal and, subsequently, have a rather
healthy price.
Magnetic cartridges are the most often used and
will fit within most budgets. Most decent cartridges
will respond in the audible spectrum from 20 to
20,000 cycles-per-second (or Hertz), which Is
supposedly what the human ear can hear. Some go
higher, but this range is pretty much standard. You
must really hear each cartridge In order to find one
that pleases your ears, and your wallet. Prices range
from (25 to over $250 and quality Is commensurate
with price.
One final thing to note, too, Is whether the cartridge can track-that is, ride the record grooves-at
the same weight the turntable will allow. Good
turntables track anywhere from V4 to 3 grams, with
most tracking at 1 gram. The lighter tracking weight
Insures long life of the discs. Again, these figures
should be compared.
In the next article, we'll discuss where the noise
goes from here-to the amplifying components, a
most Important link In the audio chain.
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Keeping up with Cleveland's buzzards

by Michael J. Quaulatta
The sign of Taurus favors artists, musicians,
actors and persons In other fields requiring Innovation. Tauruses are warm, friendly, affectionate,
passionate (but not demonstrative), and they "know
what they want, and want what they want when they
want It," says Evangeline Adams In her book
"Astrology for Everyone".
"I would say that a majority of the people working
at WMMS were born under the sign of Taurus," Ken
Miles, account executive for Cleveland's number
one rock station, better know to some aa "The Home
of the Buzzard" or "101-FM," said. The station's
Tauruses Include Program Director John Gorman,
Station Manager Walter Tiburskl, Local Sales
Manager Joel Frensdorf, and Promotion Director
Dan Qarfinkel.
Gorman takes a more practical view of WMMS's
success. "The stations that sound totally unique in
their market, reflect the tastes of their market and
also take chances. No two stations that do that sort
of thing will sound alike because no two markets are
alike."
Lawrence Travagllante, the station's music
director and afternoon drive time personality, better
known as Kid Leo, shared Gorman's views about the
station's unique approach In reaching the people of
Cleveland. "You couldn't take 'MMS lock, stock and
barrel and move It. What you would have to do Is

please. The station will trust the advice of some ot
the record companies' promotion people, and gives
consideration to acts recording for obscure and
local labels. WMMS can claim partial responsibility
for the regional success of Alex Bevan, among
others.
"It's more like a rock and roll band actually than a
radio station. We don't look at any sheet music but
we all know what to play," Gorman said.
"Each of us is his own program director," affirmed
Kid Leo. "When he goes In there (the studio), no one
has laid out anything, except what is in his head. He
knows how this radio station should sound, and it's
up to him to make It sound that way."
Malrite Broadcasting, owners of WMMS, might
interfere with the format If the station's ratings
weren't up to par. "Buzzard Radio" (the station's
mascot is the bird that annually returns to Hlnkley
Township near Cleveland-an event they once cosponsored) has had little to worry about for the last
three years, however. The 'MMS sound has consistently scored high In the Arbitron ratings. The
Arbitron ratings the station received at the end of
last month showed them a solid number one In their
demographic target group, the 18-to-34-year-olda.
WMMS led with a hefty 9.2 rating, while their
nearest competitor, WGCL-FM, scored only a 5.5.
The Buzzard's fiercest competitor, WWWM-FM,
or M-105, went down to a 4.1 rating.
"Cleveland Is the most competitive radio market
In the country right now," Gorman said. "It's
bloodthlrsy. There was one ratings period that
somebody shot at our antenna."
WMMS often receives albums by major recording
artists weeks before the album is available to their
competitors, and if it happens during a ratings
period, It gives the station an edge.
Some times "getting things first" gets WMMS

Into hot water, however. "This is my Rod Stewart
cease and desist order," says Gorman, pointing to
his bulletin board. "I have one somewhere for Paul
McCartney."
"We got in a lot of trouble with Warner Brothers
Records because we got a Rod Stewart album
("Blondes Have More Fun") early. They got pissed
off because we wouldn't stop playing it, so they cut
off our service for a couple of months," said Gorman.
There is no one set way the WMMS procures
advance releases, "if we hear the Eagles are coming
out with a new album, we make sure one way or
another we are going to get it first," Gorman said.
Sometimes Kid Leo gets albums from his "Uncle
Gino," but usually he'll get them through friends
and other Industry connections.
Some of the station's friends are in high places.
"There are a lot of acts that have a close relationship
with the station, like Springsteen, like Roxy
(Music), like Fleetwood Mac. They'll give us a copy
of the album early," Gorman remarked. "Heros are
Hard to Find" (by Fleetwood Mac) turned out to be
the number one album In this city. It bombed
everywhere else. They kinda remember things like
that."
Also figuring prominently during ratings periods
are several extracurricular activities the station
engages in, such as concert promotion with the
Belkln Brothers. "It's an affair," said Account
Executive Diana Garno of the Buzzard-Belkin
relationship. "We're the number one rock station,
they're the number one promoter. We're a natural for
(hem."
WMMS has no financial involvement with the
shows, but the station lends Its name for promotion
purposes, Garno said. The station also provides
to page 8

Weekend plus
*
This tapestry I* the first sight that greets visitors
to Cleveland's WMMS-FM, one of America's leading
rOCk music radio Stations.
Photo by John Clark
take our philosophies and go Into that city and find
out what that city la all about...No two cities are the
same. They all have their own flavor, their own
charm."
WMMS radio began in August 1968, as a free-form
progressive rock station, the staple of the countercultural listener. They played the obligatory eclectic
mix ot music, with the emphasis primarily on rock
and roll.
As apathy replaced activism in the early 1970s,
WMMS changed ownership, formats, and personnel. The station made a commitment to
Cleveland, rock and roll and the changing lifestyles
of their listeners with the arrival of Gorman and the
stable of mostly Cleveland-bred announcers.
"Music was changing, lifestyles were changing
during that period of time," Gorman said. "Someone
who probably liked 'MMS In 1969 suddenly In 1973
was saying 'It doesn't sound like the same radio
station,' but the point Is It wasn't the same world."
Closed-mlndedness killed off progressive radio.
"They (progressive stations) got caught up in a 'hip
elites! trip' where they would only play artists who
didn't have hits," Gorman said: Artists such as
Blondle and the Talking Heads would not be played
on progressive stations today because they have
had top 40 hits, noted Gorman. WMMS emphasizes
good music, without regard to how many copies a
record has sold.
Records come to the station's attention through a
variety of ways. "Leo's music director so he listens
to virtually everything that comes out, and I'll listen
to aa much as I can," said Gorman. The two then
recommend cuts to the disc jockeys, who are free to
suggest records and to play pretty much what they

Byrnegate Club, 135 S. Byrne,
live music
9:30p.m. to2a.m. Thurs.-Sat.
cover: no information available

Bowling Green
Phyllis Hurt* soprano
Recital Hall. College of Musical
Arts
• p.m.Thurs.
tree
Tom Scott Trio I iauI
Bentley's Saloon, Holiday Inn,
I5S0E. Wooster St.
9:30p.m. to 1:30a.m. Thurs.
Sat.. Tues., Wed.
no cover
Bowling Green university ot
Toledo Eubathon
Recital Hall. College ot Musical
Arts
7 p.m. Frl.
tree
Soratjfper Place. 110 N. Main
live music
9 30pm lo'.im Thurs. Wed
cover: 51.50 f to 9 30 p.m . SI
9:30p.m. to2a.m.
Dixie Electric Co.. 2541 N. Olxle
Hwy.
disco
a:30.m.to2am. Thurs Wed.
cover: varies (50 cents to S3)
Specials-Sun. College 10Night.
Tues Mix and Match Night
Wed Greek Night. Thurs Two
for One Night.
UAO Disco. Side Door. Union
disco
9 p.m. to a la.m. Sat.
cover: 50 cents

Toledo
The Rockets
Stage 51, WoodvllleRd.
Thurs.
Tickets: S3

Merrlmekko*. 3993 Secor Rd.
live music
Ip m to2a.m Fri Sun
cover :$!
Specials: Tues Dance Contest
(priie trip to Las Vegas), Wed.
College ID Night, Thurs.--Ladies
Night
Studio One, Secor and Dorr
disco
Thur Wed.
Specials: Mon. Singles Night,
Tues.. Thurs.- College ID Night,
Sun.-Dance Contest (prize- trip
to Las Vegas)

Elsewhere
Gabe Kaplan
Center Stage. Detroit. Michigan
Thurs.
(<>lt,_
The Rockets. Rapscallion
Whammer Jammer Ballroom,
3970 Josophine St.. Lorain. Ohio
8. p.m. Frl.
Tickets: $3 50
Millie Jackson. Enchantment
The Front Row, Cleveland
7 & 10:30p.m. Sat.
541:30p.m. Sun.
Tickets: M75 reserved
Available at the Front Row box
office and at all Tlcketron
locations.
Willie Nelson. Leon Russell
Cobo Hall. Detroit. Michigan
Sat.
George Carlin
Royal Oak, Detroit. Michigan
sun.
The Tubes, April win*
Royal Oak. Detroit. Michigan
Tues. and Wad.

"The Champ"
Showcase Cinemas: 1,7:204
9:35pm.

Firetall. the Marc Tanner Band
Royal Oak, Detroit, Michigan
Wed.

"Coming Home"
Franklin Park Cinemas: 1:05.
7 20 4 9:40
"Hair"

Village People. Gloria Geynor
The Coliseum, Cleveland
■ p.m. Wed.
Tickets. $7.50 In advance, ja.so
day ol show. Available al the
Colisem and all Ticketron
locations.

Bowling Green
••The Wild Child"
JlOMath-Sclence: Ip.m Thur.

Franklin Park Cinemas: 1:25,
7:4049:55
"Midnight Express"
Glenbyrnel: 5,7:30 4 9:45p.m.
"The Rocky Horror Picture
Show"
The Westwood: midnight Fri. 4
Sal.
"Superman"
Showcase Cinemas: 1:15,7:104
9:45

"Ich War If" (Germanium)
Glsh Theater: Ip.m. Thur.
"Bobby Deertleld"
JlOMath Science a:30p.m Fri.
4 Sat.
"The China Syndrome"
Stadium VlewCinemas: 7.304
930 p.m.
"The Deer Hunterstadium view Cinemas'
Bp m.

"Tha Jail Singer" (Al Jolson,
1927)
•
Thur. 1p.m.: ch.50
'•Th* Bugs Bunny Easter
Special"
Fri. 8pm ch.2. 11

34
"Saturday Night Live"
Sat. midnight: ch. 4. n

"Halloween"
Cla Zel: 7 30 4 9 J0p m
"Madam Rosa"
210 Math Science 8 p.m Wed.

Toledo

Events
"Fiddler on thr Roof
WestgateDinner theatre: Tues.Sat a. 15pm.; Sun 4 Wed. noon.

"Animal House"
South wyck 1441:15pm.

Student Design Exhibit
Gallery, Fine Arts Bidg f a.m..
5 p.m Mon. Frl.; 2-5p.m. Sat. 4
Sun.

"Ashami"
Glenbyrn*}: 4:45,7:1549:30
p.m.

Alrohio Art Exhibition
Gallery. McFallcenter: 2-Sp.m.
Mon. Sun.

"Buck Rogers In the 35th Can
fury"
Franklin Park Cinemas 1:15.
7:154930pm

Poetry reading by Paul Dilsaver
Commuter Center: 9:15 p.m.
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'Deerfield' rates
gloomy average
Review by
Mar, dethBeazlev

Jamie Shourt, Academy Award wlnnar lor apeclal
allacli In "Star War a," poeea with icmi of tha art
work which cama allva hi tha film. Shourt will
present a multi-madia program titled "Movie Magic:

The Special Eflects ol 'Star Wars' and Beyond" next
Thursday at 8 p.m. in tha Grand Ballroom, Union, at
part of Science Fiction Weak.

It you've always wanted to understand the
symbolism in a movie, "Bobby Deerfield" Is the flick
tor vou. Screenwriter Alvin Sargent and Director
Sydney Pollack collaborate to produce a rather
pretty f!!m with a very blatant message.
Al Pacino stars as Bobby Deerfield, a successful
American automobile racer on the European circuit.
The death of another driver In a fiery crash haunts
him. and he searches to find out what caused the
accident. This quest takes him to a scenic mountain
hospital, where he meets Martha Keller, who Is
beautiful, intriguing, and terminally ill.
IT IS ONLY fitting that Pacino should court death
both on and off the track, and the love story is an
interesting montage of soft-focus picnics and fatal
foreshadowlngs. The spectre of death hangs over
the film like a balloon waiting to burst, but romance
keeps the gloom at bay for a while.

vJiqio Wars'
rraij effects
PIIPVIO and
mm more
iirvio
'Stars

^i-m/Veekactivities to find buffs
by Rick Kendall
A presentation by tha Academy Award wlnnar for
the special affects of "Star Wars" will highlight
Science Fiction Weak, April 16-20, according to
Darlene A. Tardif, graduate assistant in student
activities.
Jamie Shourt, who designed and built models and
special electronic systems for the film, will give a
multi-media presentation entitled "Movie Magic:
The Special Effects of Star Wars and Beyond" at 8
p.m., Thursday, April 19, In the Grand Ballroom,
Union.
Shourt
will
discuss
photographic effects
techniques and the future of his field. He will also
hold a film workshop at 9 a.m., April 20, In 105
HannaHall.
Science Fiction Week Is being sponsored by
Student Activities; the Physics, Philosophy,
Popular Culture, English, Computer Science and
Radio-TV-Film departments; and the Science
Fiction Club, Tardif said.
"I THINK there's a big Interest in science fiction at

The Toledo Museum of Art
For further information, please phone (419) 255-fiOOO

Great Gallery Series
The CANADIAN BRASS
performing works from
Bach to Sousa and Joplin

the University, and I'm hoping for a big turnout," she
said.
She noted that there are many small factions
across campus that are Interested in science, fiction,
but they are not united. "This will attend to all their
needs and If It works out we'll do.lt again next year,"
Tardif said.
According to Tardif, the Idea for Science Fiction
Week and some coordination help cama from Phil
Markowltz, president of the Science Fiction Club.
The week's activities begin with the movie "The
Time Machine," which will be shown at 8 p.m.,
Monday in 210 Math-Science.
ON TUESDAY, "Laser, the Light Fantastic" wiil be
the topic of a speaker from Bell Telephone at 12:45
p.m. In the Commuter Center. Stanley Schmidt,
editor of Analog magazine, will hold a writing
workshop at 5:30 p.m. in 220 Math-Science and a
lecture on the future of science fiction at 8 p.m. in
210 Math-Science.
Tuesday's program will end wih a telescope
workshop at 9:30 p.m. on the roof of Life Sciences,
weather permitting.
"Computers and Science Fiction" wifl be
presented by Dr. Duncan Bueil of the Computer
Science Department at 8:30 p.m. Wednesday In 210
Math-Science Bldg.
The week will end with Shourt's lecture on
Thursday and his film workshop on Friday.
All events are free and public, Tardif said.

for the latest
in teaching
aids

tor-

come see

XP Film
Pacino's joyless, tightly controlled life Is transformed by Keller's passionate bravery, and Pollack
clobbers us with the contrast. Early in the film,
Pacino is so cool he's catatonic, but he blosf^s
under Keller's love, and learns how to enjoy life
during their time together.
"Bobby Deerfield" Is not a great film, inri 't's
nicely made. You'll probably get the point, and
guess the ending, halfway through the movie. But
Keller, Pacino, and Europe are pretty enough to
make the rest of tha picture enjoyable.

Brutal film hits box office
LOS ANGELES (AP) "Boulevard
Nights,"
another movie about
brutal street gangs, has
been blamed for violence
that has left 10 persons
injured in shootings and
stabbings
and
forced
theaters to hire armed
guards to protect their
patrona.
Though a box office hit.
It also has sent some
theater
managers
scurrying to lawyers to
cancel contracts for the
film.
It all sounds Ilka a rerun
of the events surrounding
the showing of another
film of the same genre,
"The Warriors," which

allegedly
Incited
two
gang-related
shootings
that resulted in at least
two deaths a few weeks
back.
Warner Bros. Studios,
"extraordinarily happy" at
the box office success of
"Boulevard
Night,"
disclaims any blame for
the violence.
THE
MOVIE,
about
Mexican-American gangs
In
East Los Angles,
opened Friday at 103
theaters in California, the
Southwest and New York
City. In its first three
days, it earned $832,384,
said
Warner
Bros,
spokesman Bill Stern.

Enjoy Disco Dancing in the Shady Lady

Thurs., Fri. 1 Sot. 9 P.M.-2 A.M.
little Kings on Tap-Free Popcorn

Wed, April 18
8:30p.m.
Toledo Museum of Art
Tickets: Adults $7.00, Students $3.50

Phone (419)255-8000

POSfOFFICE BOX 797
175 N MAIN SI
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO 43402

The Shady Lady Lounge
HOWARD JOHNSON'S
1430 E. Wooit.r, Bowling Gre>e>n
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Weekend
with Jim Flick
What do "The Maltese Falcon,"
"American Graffiti" and "Singing in the
Rain" have In common?
Think it over, trivia fans.
To console myself after only half of my
carefully chosen Oscar predictions came
true I flipped through a history of the
Academy \wards. What amazed me most
wa< Mm »••"•■ and performers that did
not win Oscais.
To answer the question posed at the
top of this column, the film classics
mentioned didn't win a single Oscar
among them. However, they were all
named to the Academy's top 50 films of
all time In "Saturday Evening Post."
August 1978.
WHEN THE question of the single
greatest film of all time arises, three
movies Immediately come to mind:
"Gone With the Wind," "Casablanca" and
"Citizen Kane."
While "Gone with the Wind" won nine
Oscars, including best picture, and
"Casablanca" won three, Including best
picture, "Citizen Kane" had to settle for a
single, minor award, that for best original
screenplay. "How Green Was My Valley."
If anyone remembers It, let alone saw it,
won the best picture award over "Citizen
Kane."
Something else those three great
pictures have in common is strong
performances by their popular leading
men, Clark Gable In "Gone with the
Wind,"
Humphrey
Bogart
In

"Casablanca" and Orson Welles in
"Citizen Kane." Yet none of them won the
best actor award for these films. Anyone
remember who beat them out? Think that
one over for a whi le.
OBVIOUSLY, the Academy is less than
consistent, even with Itself. In yet
another example, "Annie Hall," last
year's best picture, did not make the top
50 of all time. Yet last year's "Star Wars"
made the top 10 of all time.
Finally, some superb performers have
never received an Oscar. Among them are
James Mason, Richard Burton, Leslie
Howard. Charles Boyer, Ava Gardner,
Greta Garbo and Cicely Tyson. Garbo
received a special Oscar long after she
retired.
THIS YEAR, any of the losing actresses for best supporting actress have
a right to complain. Despite her Oscar for
her performance in "California Suite,"
Maggie Smith was the weakest of the five
nominees. In fact, the movie was
universally and unmercifully panned by
critics from coast to coast.
Oh yes. Who beat Gabfe, Bogart and
Welles In those classic films?
Respectively. Robert Donat In "Goodbye, Mr. Chips, Paul Lukas in "Watch
Over the Rhine," and Gary Cooper In
"Sergeant York."
Applying the test of time. I'd say the
Academy blew It.

Oscar winners-sans speeches
HOLLYWOOD (AP) - Here Is a list of
winners at the 51st annual Academy
Awards on Monday night:
Best Picture - "The Deer Hunter"
Best Actor - Jon Volght, "Coming
Home"
Best Actress - Jane Fonda, "Coming
Home"
Beet Supporting Actor - Christopher
Walken, "The Deer HunterBest Supporting Actress - Maggie
Smith, "California Suite"
Best Director - Michael Clmlno, 'The
Deer Hunter"
Original Song - "Last Dance" from
"Thank God It's Friday"
Foreign Language Film - "Get Out Your
Handkerchiefs," France
Live Action Short - "Teen-age Father"
Feature
Documentary
"Scared

StraightShort Subject Documentary - "The
Flight of the Gossamer Condor"
Art Direction - "Heaven Can Walt"
Costume Design - "Death on the Nile"
Film Editing - "The Deer Hunter"
Best Sound - "The Deer Hunter"
Cinematography - "Days of Heaven"
Original Score - "Midnight Express"
Song Score and Adaptation - "The
Buddy Holly Story"
Best Orginal Screenplay - "Coming
Home"
Best Adapted Screenplay - "Midnight
Express"
Animated Short - "Special Delivery"
Special Achievement Awards - Sir
Laurence Olivier. King Vldor, Walter
Lantz and "Superman" visual effects
Jean Hersholt Humanitarian Award Leo Jaffe. head of Columbia Pictures.

102 N. Prospect
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Channing goes it alone
Review by
Pam Ecker
Back in 1970, Mary Tyler Moore made
TV situation cometlee'safe for single
women. Although the pioneering person
of Mary Richards has faded into the
twilight zone of reruns, her legacy lives
on in a host of prime-time shows that
feature unmarried women as central
characters.
The pickings are particularly good on
CBS Sunday night, when divorcee Ann
Romano ("One Day At A Time") is
followed by widow Alice Hyatt ("Alice").
These two are followed by a newcomer to
the sorority meeting of the stars,
Stockard Channing in "Just Friends."
The new girl may be the most Impressive
of them all.
"Just Friends" began six weeks ago In
a phone booth. Channing, playing Susan
Hughes, called her sister Victoria from
the L.A. Airport to announce that she'd
left her insufferable husband of seven
years back in Boston. Susan had fled
west, ready to "make It on her own."
In succeeding weeks, Susan has found
a job in a Hollywood health club filled
with zany co-workers, and she's moved
into a swell apartment, complete with a
zany neighbor. Susan has established a
credit rating, gone on dates, made a
television commercial, socialized with
friends, and suffered through a few
encounters with the estranged hubby, to
mention just part of the early sit-comedic
action.
BUT "JUST Friends" is a refreshingly
mellow sort of sit-com. Susan Hughes
Isn't solving great family problems, like
Ann Romano, nor is she stuck in a
slapstick hash-slinging routine, like
Alice. The point of the show so far seems
to be merely that Susan Is trying to get
herself together. Some weeks (Just like
reality!) It's easier than others.
Susan has, In the course of the series,
dealt with some big issues-money, Job
competition, getting the divorce papers
signed. Butmanyepisodes seem to have
no greater motivation than to explain the

characters. "Just Friends" doesn't move
at the zippy pace of, say, "Laverne and
Shirley." But I think I've learned more
about Susan Hughes in these few weeks
of viewing than I've found out in several
years of watching Shlrl and Laverne.
"Just Friends" Is funny, too. Stockard
Channing (who has much more than
"Grease" on her credentials) Is gloriously
good at looking befuddled, whether by a
rubber exercise suit or by the romantic
advances of a friend. There's a bit of
clown in Susan, and there's a bantering
intellectual side as well. The resulting
ham-on-wry delivery means that even
throw-away lines can be reasons for
laughter.

"Just Friends" isn't striving for heights
of sophisticated comedy. Last week's
episode built several minutes' Joke
around one character's need to use the
bathroom. The week that Susan and
Leonard wrestled with a do-it-yourself
hot tub was similarly not the stuff of Noel
Coward. But "Just Friends" manages to
be both charming and surprising at least
once each week. And so far. the combination is working well enough to grab
20th spot on the ratings list So CBS may
let "Just Friends" stick around.
The irony of Sunday night is that "Just
Friends" is followed by "The Mary Tyler
Moore Hour," the second less-thansuccessful attempt by MTM to recapture
her old preeminence among the women*
of television. Mary, alas, is fading.
Stockard, meanwhile, equipped with
Mary's old director, Jay Sandrich, and
Mary's former format-a low-key show
about folks who are just friends-looks
likely to be the one who makes it after all.

'Dallas' exhibits human failings j
base, the Ewings have it.
Adultery? Plenty. Deceit?
They're
overstocked.
drug
adLOS ANGELES (AP) - Alcoholism,
One thing about TV diction? No problem.
They exhibit these
families-they're
such
decent
people.
Much failings weekly on CBS'
better, In fact, than most "Dallas."
Here's the basic layout
real folks.
All of the nastiness of the show:
absent from most TV
JOCK EWING Is the
families ended up in the
blood of a family named patriarch of a wealthy oil
Ewing from Dallas, Texas. family that lives on a huge
spread called South Fork,
just outside of Dallas.
When Ewing was a young
man, he finagled his way
Into power by messing
over his friend, Digger
Barnes.
J.R.
Is an
infidel,
among other things. His
wife Linda Grey, is a
former Miss Texas who
has taken
to drink
because of J.R.'s bad
habits. In fact, she was so
ry of J.R.'s neglect,
By Peter J. Boyer
AP Television Writer

she had an affair. With
Digger's son. Cliff Barnes.
CLIFF BARNES is the
brother
of
Victoria
Principal, who married
Ewlng's nice-guy son.
Anyway, J.R. finds out
about his wife's infidelity,
but doesn't kick her out
because she tells him she
is pregnant and producing
a male heir is very important to this family.
Also living with the
Ewings is Lucy, the
daughter of the blacksheep son. She once had
a fling with the ranch
hand, Ray, who was once
Miss
■ Principal'^
boyfriend. Then she fell In
love with a kid who
canceled the wedding
because
he
was
a
homosexual.
Lucy started popping
pills. It's a mess. A
wonderful mess.
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promotion for the show on the air, but all commercials are paid for by the Belkln organization, she
said. Disc jockeys are prevented by law from blatant
free plugs for shows. WMMS often provides the
services of a disc Jockey for emceelng shows.
Several shows the station sponsored at the Agora,
a popular Cleveland nightclub, have been simulcast
on WMMS and WJKW-TV, giving the station yet
another edge in the ratings scramble. "I don't know
of a rock and roll club that's better than the Agora
anywhere in the country right now," said Gorman.
"We have a lot of good talent that goes through
here, and there's been a lot of historic moments. So
why not capture as much as we can on video tape
and play it back."
The emphasis is on keeping up with the Cleveland
audience. Each week the station conducts a survey
to determine the twenty most popular records in
Cleveland, consulting request lists and area record
stores. The station is now experimenting with a
Sunday night jazz show and becoming involved with
ballet, opera and theatre. "Just because I'm 29
doesn't mean I'm adverse to going to the ballet,"
Garno said. "I've grown up and 'so has our
audience."
"There are people who are in their mid-thirties
who are still listening to 'MMS just as much as they
were five to ten years ago," Gorman said. The
station seems to have struck a responsive chord In
the hearts of Clevelanders. The Buzzard's adventurous programming serves as a fountain of
youth for listeners of all ages. Kid Leo said It best:
"You can't help but stay young in this business."
Ed. note: This is the second In a series examining
the rock music scene in Cleveland, Ohio, called by
some "the rock and roll capital of the world."

EXTRA!
Train stunts

When Sean Connery makes "James Bond of the
Secret Sen/Ice," he might not do his own stunts.
While filming the current "Great Train Robbery,"
Connery's penchant for performing his own stunts
nearly proved fatal. "There's that scene when I'm on
top of the train and it goes into the tunnel," he said
in 'Us' magazine. "The train was supposed to be
going 35 miles per hour. But when we shot the
scene, it was going 60 miles per hour. Suicidal.
After we did the scene, I had a little discussion with
the engineer about how he gauged the speed. He
said he counted the bloody telephone poles as they
went whizzing past."
'Us' magazine
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Eagles fly
The Eagles have become commuters, making
frequent transcontinental jumps between their L.A.
homes and the studios In Miami. Joe Walsh's tune
on the album Is now complete, and the LP Itself has
been scheduled for early summer release. Rumor
has it that the album will include a song the guys
wrote with Bob Seger, an old Detroit mate of Glenn
Frey.
-Elektra-Asylum "Newsbeat"

'Supertrain' derailed
NBC's "Supertrain" is high-speed hysteria that
generally takes place in a bar resembling Madison
Square Garden on wheels. If and when this
overheated Tom Thumb derails, it just may take its
chief engineer, NBC boss Fred Silverman, down
with It.
'Us' magazine

Introducing

STARTS FRIDAY!
THE ACADEMY AWARD WINNER
FOR BEST PICTURE OF THE YEARI
"DEER HUNTER" NIGHTLY AT 8:00 P.M.
SATURDAY AND SUNDAY AT 2:00 AND 8:00 P.M.

ACADCfflY AWARD

uiinncR
BEST PICTURE
SUPPORTING ACTOR
DIRECTOR • FILM EDITING
CINEMATOGRAPHY
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ROBERT DENRO
A MICHAEL CIMIN0 FILM
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UNIVERSAL PICTURES
EMI FILMS
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'A Ptace
To Move Together
EVERY WED. NIGHT—
LADIES NIGHT
EVERY THURS. NIGHT—
*■■ COLLEGE NIGHT
OPEN 7 NIGHTS A WEEK
8PM—2:30AM

1532 S. Byrne Rd.
Toledo, Ohio 382-1876
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